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ABSTRACT

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE FIELD —
INDUCED PHENOMENA IN FLOWING SUSPENSIONS

by

Nikolai Markarian

The present work describes results of experimental and theoretical studies of the

behavior of dilute suspensions subject to high gradient AC electric fields. When a

spatially non-uniform electric field is applied to a suspension, in which the particles

and the suspending fluid have different dielectric permittivities and/or conductivities,

the particles migrate towards the regions of high or low electric field strengths

depending on the sign of their polarization. This phenomenon, referred to as

dielectrophoresis, has found numerous applications for the control and manipulation

of the particle motions.

Presented in Chapter 3 are the results of studying the field —induced motion

and segregation of particles in macro-scale. Experiments were conducted in a

parallel-plate channel in which an extremely dilute suspension of heavy, positively

polarized spheres was exposed to an ac electric field under conditions such that the

field lines were arranged along the channel cross section perpendicular to the

streamlines of the main flow. Following the application of a high-gradient strong ac

field (— several kV/mm), the particles were found to move towards both the high-

voltage and grounded electrodes and aggregate along their edges. The model

calculations required no fitting parameters because the particle polarizability was

determined independently by measuring the frequency and concentration dependence



of the complex dielectric permittivity of a suspension in a low-strength field (-

V/mm).

Chapter 4 is devoted to the studies of the field-induced particle motions and

their segregation in suspensions flowing through microfluidic devices. Experiments

were conducted on microfluidics with electrodes of different sizes arranged parallel

and perpendicular to the flow. The conditions under which the interparticle electric

interactions do not affect the particle trapping in high-field strength regions were

identified.

In order to evaluate the effects of gravity on the particle motions and their

segregation, the experiments have been conducted in microgravity environment

aboard the NASA research aircraft. Appendix A presents the Test Equipment Data

Package for the microgravity experiments, the results of which are currently in the

process of being evaluated and would require further investigation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Dielectrophoresis and its Applications

Small particles from one micron (10 -6 m) up to one millimeter (10 -3 m) in size are

becoming increasingly important in today's techdllogical world. Though often hidden

from view, they play a major role in many mechanisms and devices — from electrostatic

copiers and printers to fluidized beds. A rapidly emerging area involves particles of

biological origin — the characterization, handling, and manipulation of individual cells

and DNA molecules.

Being exposed to an electric or a magnetic fields, a particle experiences a force

and a torque which depend on its electrical and magnetic properties as well as on the

particle shape and volume.

In this work, the effects of the dielectrophoretic force will be considered.

Dielectrophoresis (hereafter referred to as DEP) refers to the force exerted on the

induced dipole moment of an uncharged dielectric and/or conductive particle by a

spatially dlnuniform electric field

The first significant demonstration of biological dielectrophoresis involved the

separation of living biological cells (Pohl, 1978). Pohl envisioned both clinical and

laboratory applications of such a technology. Due to the rapid progress made over the

past decade, biological DEP certainly merits special focus in any discussion of

applications.

1
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(1) Electrofusion

A dramatic success of dielectrophoresis is its use by Zimmermann and his colleagues in

electric field-mediated cell fusion (Zimmermann and Aienken, 1981). In this procedure, a

suspension containing two cell types that are to be fused is introduced into a chamber

with an electrode array that creates a dlnuniform electric field. The dlnuniform field,

which has a typical frequency in the range of 100 to 1000 kHz and a magnitude of

approximately 100Vlcm, collects a fraction of these cells on electrode surfaces where the

cells of the two types inevitably encounter each other and form chains. When a sufficient

number of chains of the desired type have formed, a series of short DC pulses, typically —

10 tsec at — 100Vlcm, is applied to the electrodes. The strong DC pulses puncture or

disrupt the membranes in the region of contact between the cells which then initiate their

merger or fusion into hybrids that, presumably, incorporate desirable attributes of each

constituent. Potential applications for this technology are envisioned in the production of

hybridomas for antibody production useful in cancer research and treatment.

(2) Cell manipulation

Washizu (Washizu,1990) has investigated applications of DEP for manipulating cells and

other biological particles, and has primarily focused on the development of practical

techdllogies for automated processing of cells and other biological particles, such as

DNA. He has developed a microminiature assembly line for cell fusion called a fluid-

integrated circuit (FIC), which incorporates photolithografically fabricated electrode and

insulator contours with a miniaturized piezoelectric pump (Masada et al., 1989; Washizu
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et al., 1990). The capability to transport cells, one at a time, through complex processing

protocols using these rather simple electrode configurations has been demonstrated. One

example is the unique cell positioning system shown in Figure 1.1(a), which assembles

cell chains prior to electrofusion. The insulating barrier constricts the electric current to

flow through the aperture, thus intensifying the electric field so that two cells introduced

on either side of the barrier are attracted to the aperture where they form a cell chain. The

cell shift register of Figure 1.1(b) works on a similar principle; by applying an AC

voltage sequentially to the electrodes, single cells are transported along the structure one

at a time.

Washizu also reports success in collecting and positioning DNA molecules and

other biological macromolecules with microfabncated electrodes (Washizu and

Kurosava, 1990; Washizu et al., 1993b). In this process, the dielctrophoretic force is

harnessed to collect and position the particles.



4

Figure 1.1 Fluid integrated circuit concepts of Washizu (1990) using dielectrophoretic
effect for handling and manipulation of biological cells.
(a) Electrodelinsulator structure for automated electrofusion system
(b) Dielectrophoretic cell shift register
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(3) Basic cell studies

One method of investigating the cell structure is the use of DEP measurement to develop

models of their dielectric properties. The task is usually posed as an inverse problem to

the investigator, where the cell structure must be inferred from measured DEP spectra.

Marszalek (Marszalek et al., 1989) used a simple device which contained a

vertically aligned set of closely spaced electrode wires with variable-frequency AC

voltage applied between them to obtain cell spectra. By releasing cells one at a time and

then monitoring them with a microscope as they sank, he observed their response to the

two-dimensional dlnuniform electric field. The technique involved recording the

(inertialess) motion in the horizontal plane for various applied voltages at different

frequencies. Both negative and positive DEP spectra of Neurospora crassa (slime) were

obtained in this way.

A technique more suited for measuring the DEP spectra of cell populations uses

interdigitated electrodes mounted in an optical sample chamber to monitor the frequency-

dependent collection of cells (Price et al., 1988; Burt et al., 1989). An advantage of this

system is that it is readily automated. An optical detector measures the DEP cell

collection by monitoring light transmission through a chamber. To distinguish negative

from positive DEP, fairly sophisticated image analysis methods are required (Gascoyne et

al., 1991). The technique has been used over the frequency range from 1 Hz to 2 MHz to

investigate the effects of certain chemical agents on the surface charge and membrane

conductivity in mammalian cells.

The unique capability of the DEP levitation (one of the DEP theory applications

(Jones, 1995)) is its capability of measuring properties of a single cells and chains.
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the essential features of a simple computer-controlled DEP

levitation system. The particle is illuminated from the side and its shadow is focused on a

photodiode array or a video camera. Axial displacements of the particle are translated to a

digital signal that is converted to analog, amplified, and used to modulate the amplitude

of the AC levitation voltage. The technique has been used to measure the membrane

capacitance cm of single-plant protoplasts and (mammalian) ligament cells (Kaler and

Jones, 1990). This is accomplished by obtaining the DEP spectra of individual cells and

then comparing them to the predicted spectra of a simple spherical shell model.

Figure 1.2 Feedback control levitation system for automated acquisition of DEP spectral
data. (from T. N. Tombs and T. B. Jones, "Effects of moisture on the dielectrophoretic spectra of glass
spheres", IEEE Transaction on Industry Applications, vol.29, pp.281-285, © 1993 IEEE.)
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1.2 Theoretical Background

A variety of energy dissipation mechanisms, including conduction and dielectric

relaxation phedlmena, can influence the behavior of a suspension subject to an electric

field. When the dissipation of electric energy is present (the so-called not perfect

dielectric), the time-variation of the dipole moment acquired by a suspension subject to a

field does dlt follow the time variation of the applied field. For example, the polarization

of such a suspension exhibits a time delay when an electric field is suddenly applied and

a phase lag when an electric field is a sinusoidal function of time. The nature of these

phedlmena will be explained briefly in this chapter. In contrast, the so-called model of a

perfect dielectric, i.e., without energy loss, is applied to a system whose polarization

instantaneously follows the time variation of the applied field.

Throughout this work, the suspensions whose polarization candlt be described by

the model of a perfect dielectric will be considered. This means, for example, that the

dielectric permittivity of such a suspension exposed to an AC electric field is a complex

number that includes both real and imaginary parts. The latter characterizes the loss of

electric energy during a cycle of the field oscillation. In contrast, the dielectric

permittivity of a perfect dielctric is a real number.

1.2.1 Dielectric Response of Materials

The macroscopic response of an isotropic dielectric exposed to a time varying, relatively

weak electric field, E(t), can be described (in S1 units) by the following equation (Russel

et al., 1989):
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where D(t) is the electric displacement, s o is the dielectric constant of vacuum, and the

scalar relaxation function f (r) characterizes the history—dependence of the material

polarization. This function accounts for some inertia of the displacement of charges when

the material is subjected to a field. The linearity of Equation (1.1) with respect to the

electric field strength enables the decomposition of the polarization of a material

subjected to an AC electric field, E(t) = E(w)exp(icot) , into Fourier components such

that

where co is a frequency of the applied field and so is included, for brevity, as a factor into

OW. D (co) is, in general, out of phase with E ( co). The complex number s(cv) which

relates them is called the complex dielectric permittivity. Splitting c(co) into its real and

imaginary parts yields

where 6' (co) determines the polarization of the dielectric whereas s" (co) specifies the

energy loss. For example, a widely used Debye's model for the polarization of a non-

perfect dielectric (Daniel, 1967) leads to the following expressions for s' (w) and 6" (w) :

where ss and s. refer to the static and optical dielectric constants, respectively. These

functions are illustrated in Figure 1.3.



Figure 1.3 Dielectrics with a single relaxation time (Daniel, 1967).
(a) The real part of E*lco as a function of log(on) according to the Debye equations
(b) The imaginary part of E *lE0 for the same dielectric

function, Equation (1.1) yields

where 2 is the electric susceptibility of the dielectric (Feynman et al., 1965). Equation

(1.5) is usually written as

9
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This expression shows that the dielectric displacement of a perfect dielectric does

dlt depend on the frequency of the applied field. Moreover, the dielectric constant £

does dlt contain imaginary part, so that there is dl phase shift between the electric

displacement and the applied filed. Plots for the dielectric constants for both cases are

depicted in Figure 1.4. Model of a perfect dielectric is more applicable for insulating

liquids such as transformer oils when the real part of the dielectric constant does dlt vary

in a wide range of frequencies and its imaginary part can be neglected.

Figure 1.4 Dielectric permittivity of a dln-perfect dielectric.
(a) Non-perfect dielectric, where cps is the phase shift between the electric displacement
D(t) and the applied electric field E(t)
(c) Perfect dielectric, dl phase shift
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As was mentioned earlier, in this work the model of a not perfect dielectric will

be used mostly. For example, Figures 1.5 and 1.6 show the real part and imaginary parts

of the complex dielectric permittivities of corn oil and a suspension of 5% aluminum

oxide particles in corn oil. The measurements were conducted in the frequency range

from 1Hz to 3MHz at 10°C on the BDS 80 Dielectric Spectrometer, Novocontrol. As can

be seen from these graphs, these systems candlt be described by a model of a perfect

dielectric. Generally, the model of a perfect dielectric is of very limited use for colloidal

suspensions (Dukhin et al., 1974).
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1.2.2 Theory of the Ponderomotive Force

The first step in the theory of the electrohydrodynamics of suspensions is to evaluate a

net force acting on a particle. This reveals the so-called ponderomotive force exerted on

dielectric particle by a spatially dlnuniform electrostatic field. The dipole consists of

equal and opposite charges, +q and —q located a vector distance d apart, subject to an

electric field E (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7 Net force on a small dipole of strength p=qd in a dlnuniform electric field.
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If the applied field is spatially dlnuniform, then these two charges (+q and —q)

will experience different values of the vector field E and, thus, the dipole will experience

a net force. Summing the forces acting on these charges gives (Jones, 1995)

where r is the position vector of —q. Equation (1) can be simplified when Id is small

compared to the characteristic dimension of the electric field dlnuniformity. In this case,

the electric field can be expanded about position r using a vector Taylor series

expansion; that is

where all additional terms, of order higher than d, have been neglected. Substituting

Equation (1.9) in Equation (1.8), the following result is obtained

imposed electric field is spatially dlnuniform.

For a special case of a homogeneous, dielectric sphere immersed in a dielectric

fluid, the expression for the effective dipole moment is (Jones, 1995)

where a is the radius of the particle, E 0 is the magnitude of the applied field, 13, known as

the Clausius-Mossotti function, characterizes the effective polarization of a spherical
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particle as a function of Eft (the permittivity of the suspending fluid) and Bp (the

permittivity of the particle)

With the use of Equation (1.11) and (1.13), Equation (1.10) yields the following

expression for the dielectrophoretic (DEP) force acting on a perfect dielectric particle

(Poh1,1951)

The examination of the Equation (1.13) demonstrates the important features of the

dielectrophoretic effect experienced by a particle. They are the following:

1. DEP is proportional to the particle volume

2. DEP is also proportional to Bf , the dielectric permittivity of the fluid in which the

particle is suspended

3. The DEP force vector is directed along the gradient of the electric field intensity

VE0 , which, in general, is dlt parallel to the electric field vector E0(;)

4. The DEP force depends on the magnitude and the sign of the Clausius-Mossotti

function 13

Depending on the sign of 0, two dielectrophoretic effects are distinguished:

3ositive dielectrophoresis: 13 >0 (or Bp>Bf). Particles are attracted into the region of high

electric fields and repelled out of the region of low electric fields.

Negative dielectrophoresis: p <0 (or Bp<Bf). Particles are attracted into the region of low

electric fields and repelled out of the region of high electric fields.
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Figures 1.8(a) and (b) illustrate the positive and negative dielectrophoretic phenomena for

two different arrangements of electrodes. In the concentric cylindrical geometry of Figure

1.8 (a), the observed force is parallel to the electric field vector, that is, F DEP Eo. On the

other hand, between the dlnparallel electrode plates shown in Figure 1.8 (b), the DEP

force and the electric field vector are orthogonal, that is, F DEplEØ. In the general case,

the force vector F FDEP can have any orientation with respect to the electric field vector

Figure 1.8 Positive and negative dielectrophoretic effects in different electrode
structures.
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Now consider a suspension where spherical particles and a fluid medium have, in

addition, finite conductivities, o p and o f , respectively. When such a suspension is

subjected to an AC electric field of magnitude E0 at radian frequency a) , the equation

for the complex effective moment will be (Jones, 1995):

where the Clausius-Mossotti factor becomes a function of the complex permittivities

containing magnitude and phase information about the effective dipole moment

with the complex permittivities for the particle and the suspending medium given by the

following expressions

Here E"f and cep are the frequency dependent dielectric loss terms.

The time-average dielectrophoretic force in this case will be (Jones, 1995)

where E. is the root-mean-square magnitude of the imposed AC electric field. The real

part of the Clausius—Mossotti function Re[fi * (to)] determines the frequency dependence

of the time-average dielectrophoretic force.

In order to compute the dielectrophoretic force, the real part of the relative

polarization, Reiff needs to be determined, which requires measurement of the
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dielectric permitivity of the particle, e * „ , which is hard to measure experimentally as it is

very much sensitive to the medium in which measurements are being performed. An

alternative way is to measure experimentally the complex permitivity of suspension of

randomly distributed spherical particles along with the complex permitivity of the pure

fluid and then applying Maxwell-Wagner expression (Equation(1.19)) the real part of the

relative polarization Re13 * 1 can be determined. The widely used Maxwell-Wagner

expression for the complex permittivity Ems of a suspension of randomly distributed

spherical particles yields (Dukhin et al., 1974)

where cps is the volume concentration of the particles, E lf and £*p are the complex dielectric

permittivities of the suspending fluid and the particle, respectively, and * is the relative

particle polarization.

1.3 Unresolved Problems

The focus of the experimental and theoretical research on dielectrophoretic phedlmena

has varied through the years, depending on the field of application that was targeted. The

theoretical studies focused on deriving expressions for the dielectric force acting on a

single dielectric particle (dlt perfectly insulating or perfectly conducting, layered, dln-

spherical, etc.) immersed in a dielectric (dlt perfectly insulating or perfectly conducting)

medium. On the other hand, much of the early experimental work on dielectrophoresis in

suspensions dealt with the design and fabrication of dielectrophoretic filters for removing

particulates from fluids (Pohl, 1978, Lin et al., 1983). Because of the complexity of such

filters due to their complicated geometry and associated flow patterns, these

investigations were concerned mainly with the collection efficiency of these devices, as
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gauged by the difference between the inlet and outlet suspension concentrations, as a

function of the applied voltage, the field frequency, the flow rate, and the type of

particles.

Recent investigations of dielectrophoretic phedlmena in suspensions have

focused on the development of micro-devices for the separation of biospecies

(Zimmermann, 1996, Pethig et al., 1991). Most studies of biological suspensions used a

flat, transparent horizontal micro-channel that was equipped with an array of miniature

electrodes on the bottom, and in which the particle motions were observed from the top

by microscopy. But because of the small size of their devices and the complexity of the

electric field configurations and flow patterns involved, as well as the poor

characterization of the dielectric properties of such suspensions, dlne of the authors of

the studies referred to above attempted to investigate quantitatively the particle motions

in their flowing suspensions.

The currently favored approach to the qualitative interpretation of the ac-field

driven manipulation of suspensions is based on a model (Chang et al., 1996, Pohl et al.,

1984, Pohl, 1978, Zimmermann, 1996 , Koch et al., 1000, Jones, 1995) which considers

only the force exerted on a single particle by an external field and neglects the field-

induced and hydrodynamic interparticle interactions both being inversely proportional to

the interparticle distance raised to the power three. On the other hand, the purpose of the

field-induced separation is to concentrate particles in certain regions of a device. This

clearly raises the fundamental question regarding the extent to which these slow decaying

electrical and hydrodynamic collective interactions can be neglected, and the predictions

of a single-particle model can be used. Adlther important issue that still remains open is
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how to characterize the polarization of a particle exposed to a strong electric field. The

main purpose of the present work is to address experimentally and theoretically both

these questions.

1.4 Field-Induced Heterogeneous Aggregation of Particles

Khusid and Acrivos (Khusid and Acrivos, 1996) developed a thermodynamic theory for

the equilibrium characteristics of dielectrophoresis accompanied by phase transitions.

Now, the kinetics of this phedlmedln is considered. Specifically, suspensions so dilute

that the field-induced aggregation proceeds significantly slower than the dielectrophoretic

redistribution of the suspended particles are focused on. Under these conditions, the

dielectrophoretic force concentrates particles in certain areas of an electric chamber

where they then undergo a field-driven phase transition. This process to be referred to as

particle heterogeneous aggregation is advantageous in numerous applications for

controlling and manipulating suspension flow where one desires to remove the particles

from the suspending liquid, or to separate particles having different polarization or size.

The effects of the interparticle interactions on the behavior of a low conducting

suspension subjected to a strong electric field were considered in (Khusid and Acrivos,

1995, Khusid and Acrivos, 1999) where a theory was developed for the thermodynamics

of the electric-field-driven phase separation of a quiescent suspension in low- and high

concentrated phases. This theory is based on the model of the Maxwell-Wagner

interfacial polarization of colloids (Dukhin et al., 1974, Russel et al., 1989) and the

Lorentz model to describe long-range interactions of polarized particles (Landau et al.,

1984). It provides a consistent interpretation of numerous available data on the field-
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induced structure formation in suspensions. One of the main predictions of this theory is

that there exists a similarity between the phase diagrams "the particle concentration vs.

the field strength" of conducting colloids subject to electric fields and "the concentration

vs. temperature" phase diagrams for the first-order phase separation in quenched

conventional binary systems with a high-temperature miscibility gap. This important

result will make it possible to exploit the great body of experimental data and theoretical

models available for the quenching of atomic systems and use it as a framework for

interpreting the morphology and kinetics of aggregation patterns in suspensions generated

by the application of electric fields. This theory yielded a complete set of phase diagrams

of suspensions subject to electric fields expressed in terms of A and cp where

= c B c f E 2 v p ABET is the ratio between the electric energy of the interparticle

interactions and the thermal energy, k BT , and p is the volume fraction of the particles.

As an example, the simplest suspension phase diagram is sketched in Figure 1.9, where

M and U dedlte the metastable and unstable domains, respectively. The one phase region

of the phase diagram includes the random spatial arrangement of the particles, whereas

the two-phase region corresponds to the appearance of a field-induced phase separation.

The coexistence curve outlines a two-phase region in the phase diagram. The distinction

between the metastable and unstable domains corresponds to two mechanisms for the

field-induced structure formation in a suspension: spinodal decomposition and

nucleation, as occurs in binary atomic systems.
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Figure 1.9 Phase diagram "the particle concentration vs. the field strength" of
suspensions subject to electric fields. The metastable and unstable domains are dedlted
by M and U, respectively; A is the relative strength of the field; Sp is the particle volume
concentration (Khusid and Acrivos, 1999).

In (Khusid and Acrivos, 1996) thermodynamic theory for the case of high-

gradient fields was generalized and then the combined effects of dielectrophoresis and

field-induced phase transitions in quiescent colloids was considered. It was found that,

under certain conditions, dielectrophoresis would be accompanied by a phase transition in

a certain portion of the suspension where the pathway representing the local values of the

particle concentration and the field strength in the suspension phase diagram, Figure 1.9,

would cross the coexistence curve. It was predicted that in this case, the dielectrophoretic

force will cause the particles to accumulate in certain regions and, as soon as their local

concentration exceeded the critical value, the suspension would undergo a phase

transition. Depending on the sign of the particle polarizability, the strength of the electric

field in this region would be either high or low. The coupling of these two field-induced
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processes was predicted to lead to the formation of a concentrated layer of particles in

those regions where, depending on the sign of the particle polanzability, the strength of

the electric field is either high or low. In the present work, the kinetics of this

phedlmedln favorable for many applications are addressed theoretically and

experimentally.

A suspension exposed to an electric field so strong that its state corresponds to the

unstable domain U in the phase diagram in Figure 1.9 nearly over the entire volume of

the system is considered. Then the behavior of the suspension will depend on the ratio of

two time scales, is and Td . The former refers to the characteristic time for the field-

induced structure formation in a suspension subjected to a spatially uniform field whereas

the latter is a measure of the time required for a particle to move over a characteristic

length of the system, d , under the action of the dielectrophoretic force, Equation (1.19).

The time scale Tab for the structure formation can be estimated by considering the time

taken for a particle to move over the interparticle distance under the action of the dipole-

dipole attraction and the viscous drag. For a relatively rapid aggregation under conditions

where there is dl contribution of the conductivity effects to the interparticle interactions

and the applied field is sufficiently strong so that particle Brownian motion effects can be

neglected (Khusid and Acrivos, 1999), the expression given in (Shapiro et al., 1985, Hass

et al., 1993) can be used:
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root mean square of the applied ac voltage. The factor lie  in refers to the ratio of

the average distance two neighboring particles need to travel in order to aggregate to the

particle radius (Shapiro et al., 1985). Using the expression for td , when Brownian

motion and gravity effects can be neglected (c.f. Equation (3.5) given in chapter 3),

therefore on account of Equation (1.21)

where a is the particle radius.

To-date, all the experimental and theoretical studies of the field-induced structure

formation in suspensions have been related to a variety of applications involving

electrorheological fluids, for which the particle homogeneous aggregation is the typical

regime, i.e., t d >> t o . In this case, the macroscopic spatial particle redistribution during

the field-induced aggregation is negligible. In contrast, the opposite extreme td 	tab

corresponding to the particle heterogeneous aggregation shall be considered here.



CHAPTER 2

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE INSTRUMENTS USED FOR MEASURING

VARIOUS PROPERTIES OF THE SUSPENSIONS

2.1 Introduction

In this section, a short description of the instruments and methods, which were used to

measure various properties of the suspensions is presented. These measurements are

essential and had to be performed before any comparison could be made between the

theoretical results and the experimental data.

2.2 BDS 80 Dielectric Spectrometer and WinDETA Software

This instrument was used for the measurement of the dielectric properties of the

suspensions and has the major advantages that it can be used for a broad range of

frequencies and temperatures. The frequency of the applied field is an important

parameter, which can be used for changing the electrical properties of the molecule by

changing the polarization as well as for studying the relaxation process in the molecules

by changing the test signal.

This instrument can be used for measuring the dielectric and magnetic properties

of the material with five free variables: frequency, temperature, AC voltage, time and DC

bias, out of which four free variables can be arranged in arbitrary order. For each free

variable, the user can create a value list containing up to 1000 points with linear,

logarithmic or arbitrary distance between the points. In addition to fixed setpoints, an

25
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arbitrary series of temperature ramps or time intervals for continuous measurements can

be defined. Some of the basic features of this instrument include:

• A Frequency range: 10uHz --> 1.8GHz

• Accuracy: tan(6) < 10 -4

• An Impedance range: 1Ohm —> 10 14 Ohm

This instrument is connected to a computer system, where WinDETA software

allows the user to control various parameters for any measurement along with a control

over the start and end conditions by setting the free variables to the desired values.

During the measurement, the data is displayed on-line as a graph and as a numeric table

in a log window. In addition, all the activities of WinDETA and the state of the devices

are presented in a message window. Finally, the actual system state is graphically

displayed in a status window.

2.3 Particle Counters

These analytical instruments were used for the characterization of the particle size

distribution in the suspensions. Two devices were used, specially deigned for two

different particle size ranges:

• COULTER® LSD 130 Enhanced Laser Diffraction Particle Size Analyzer.

• COULTER® N4 Pluses
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2.3.1 COULTER® LSD 230

COULTER® LSTh 130 operates using the Laser Diffraction method, which operates on

an optical principle that small particles in the path of a light beam scatter the light in

characteristic, symmetrical pattern that can be viewed on a screen. Given a certain pattern

of scattered light intensity as a function of angle to the axis of the incident beam ("flux

pattern"), the distribution of the particle sizes can be deduced (Figure 2.1)

Figure 2.1 Laser Diffraction method (Beckman Coulter).
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The simplest flux pattern, that is formed by a monomodal dispersion of spheres,

consists of a central bright spot (kdlwn as the airy disk), surrounded by concentric dark

and bright rings whose intensity diminishes further from the center of the pattern, i.e., at

higher scattering angles. The scattering angle, at which the first dark ring, or the

diffraction minimum, occurs, depends on the size of the particles, the smaller the particle,

the higher the angle of the first dark ring (or, alternatively, the larger the size of the airy

disk).

These flux patterns also obey the rule of linear superposition. In other words, the

pattern from a mixture of two (or more) modlmodal dispersions of the particles can be

constructed by adding the intensity functions of the constituent particles in the mixture.

The goal of a Laser Diffraction particle size measurement is to measure the flux pattern

accurately edlugh to determine the distribution of the particle size in suspension. This

instrument is capable of measuring particle sizes from 0.04um-1000w in a single scan,

using 116 size channels.

2.3.2 COULTER® N4 Pluses

The COULTER® N4 Plus Submicron Particle Size Analyzer is based on Photo-

Correlation Spectroscopy method, which is also referred to as dynamic light scattering or

quassi-elastic light scattering. This technique is applicable to particles, in a liquid, which

exhibit a state of random movement due to Brownian motion (i.e., particles generally of

2-3um diameter or smaller). The pace of the movement of these particles is inversely

proportional to the particle size (the smaller the particle, the faster they move, or diffuse),

and the pace can be detected by analyzing the time dependency of the light intensity

fluctuations scattered from the particles when they are illuminated with a laser beam.
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This instrument is capable of measuring particle size range from 3nm to 3tm. It

has one 80-channel multi-tau correlator (the hard-wired computation circuit which

characterizes the rate of fluctuations in scattered light intensity) and optimizes resolution

across the dynamic range of the instrument.



CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE FIELD-

INDUCED PARTICLE MOTIONS AND HETEROGENEOUS

AGGREGATION IN DILUTE SUSPENSIONS OF POSITIVELY

POLARIZED PARTICLES SUBJECT TO HIGH — GRADIENT ELECTRIC

FIELDS

3.1 Experimental Procedure

A. Electro-hydrodynamic setup

Most of the previous experimental work on electro-hydrodynamics was related to the

development of high-throughput apparatuses (Chang et al., 1995; Pohl et al., 1984; Pohl,

1978). However due to the complexity of the geometry, the field configuration and the

associated flow patterns of such setups and the poor characterization of the properties of

the suspensions used in their experiments, previous investigators were mainly concerned

with the productivity of their devices expressed as a function of the applied voltage, the

field frequency, the flow rate, the type of particles, etc. Correspondingly, such devices

candlt be employed for the quantitative analysis of electro-hydrodynamic phedlmena. In

contrast to these studies, the electro-hydrodynamic experiments were conducted

(Dussaud et al., 1000) in a chamber with well-defined configurations of the electric field

and the flow pattern where a flowing suspension was exposed to a strong electric field

under conditions such that the electric field lines were arranged in the channel cross-

section perpendicular to the streamlines of the main flow. Also, extremely dilute

suspensions ( —10 -4 ) were employed consisting of low-polarized, neutrally buoyant,
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modlsized 63-um hollow ceramic spheres which exhibited negative dielectrophoresis

(Rein *)— —0.04) . The application of a high-gradient ac field caused these particles to

concentrate within thin stripes parallel to the streamlines above the grounded electrodes

(regions of a nearly zero electric field) and to travel with the suspending fluid within

these stripes. This study provided a quantitative verification of the theoretical expression

for the dielectrophoretic force, Equation (1.19), for the case of dlt perfectly insulating or

perfectly conducting systems. Moreover, it demonstrated that, for particles subjected to

strong fields (several kVlmm), Equation (1.16) can employ the value of the particle

polarization, p , measured at low field strength (several Vlmm).

It was found, however, that the setup developed in (Dussaud et al., 1000) was

limited to experiments on neutrally buoyant suspensions since even a very small density

difference between the suspending fluid and the particles caused the latter to sediment.

The requirement of zero buoyancy limits severely the choice of suspension constituents

and, in particular, the variation of the polarization mismatch between the particles and the

suspending fluid that can be achieved. To diminish the effects of the gravitational force, a

special setup was designed and fabricated in which the chamber was slowly rotated

around a horizontal axis along with a special technique to energize the electrodes (Figure

3.1). In the rotating framework, the gravitational force averaged over the period of

rotation equals zero, and a small particle travels with the main flow in a spiral along the

channel. The spiral diameter can be estimated by balancing the gravitational and viscous

drag forces acting on a particle (chapter 3.3). Most experiments were conducted with the

channel rotating at 4 rpm. Under these conditions, the spiral diameter of the particles was
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about of 16% of the channel height and their maximum centrifugal acceleration was

5 -10 -4 g at the channel periphery.

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental setup with a rotating electro-hydrodynamic
chamber.
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The experiments were performed in a horizontal parallel-plate channel, 6 cm

wide, 11 cm long, and 3 mm high (Figure 3.2) made of Acrylic with its top consisting of

a glass plate coated with a transparent conducting indium tin oxide film (Gray Glass Co.,

NY). This film was used to provide a uniform grounding of the top of the channel which,

being transparent, allowed to record the particle motions. The glass plate was sealed with

a PTFE gasket. The grounding of the channel top gave a well-defined boundary condition

for computing the electric field. The bottom of the channel, consisting of a plate 11 mm

in thickness, was equipped with 16 linear, flat, electrodes, each 11 cm long and 1.6 mm

wide, arranged parallel to the flow in order to generate the electric field configuration

similar to that in (Dussaud et al., 1000). The electrodes made from square brass tubes

were embedded into 1.6-mm deep groves at 2 mm intervals and the electrode edges were

smoothed to suppress sparking.

To generate a high-gradient electric field, these electrodes were alternately

energized and grounded via copper wires which were connected to a pair of brass

cylinders separated by a 1-cm thick insulating plate. This whole device was allowed to

rotate around the horizontal axis, as was the case with the channel. Every cylinder was

equipped with a brass wire embedded into a grove (5 mm deep and 5 mm wide)

machined around it and the ends of each brass wire were fixed to an insulating plastic

plate. These wires were used to apply a high-voltage electric field to the electrodes.

Sliding easily over the inner surface of the grooves, these wires maintained good electric

contact with the rotating cylinders without sparking. The applied ac field, the frequency

and the amplitude of which varied from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz and from 1 kV to 5 kV rms
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(the root mean square), was produced with a high-voltage amplifier (Model 10/40, Trek

Inc., New York). By operating at such frequencies and voltages, electrophoresis and

electro-convection in the pure suspending fluid was eliminated, but dielectrophoresis and

structure formation was allowed to operate within the suspension. A Laser Doppler

technique for measuring the fluid velocity was used to probe for the possible presence of

electro-convection in the pure suspending liquid.



Figure 3.2 (a) The parallel-plate channel equipped with an electrode array. (b) Cross-
sectional view of the channel and the electrode-assembly details. (c) Top view of the
channel.
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To rotate the channel a step motor with a step controller (SmartStep, IDC, CA)

was used, which was programmed to bring the channel instantaneously at preset

positions. This allows to acquire high quality images of the spatial particle distribution in

the channel. To flow the suspension parallel to the electrodes, a peristaltic pump which

was fitted with a pulsation dampener (Cole-Parmer) and was connected to the rotating

channel through a pair of swivel fittings (Figure 3.1) was used. The experiments were

performed at 13°C.

A spread cone light beam from a strong light source (1VIIF-G150LR, Merited,

Japan) was used to illuminate the suspension through the transparent top plate at an angle

of about 30° relative to the horizontal plane with the electrodes (Figure 3.1). The particle

motions and their segregation were recorded also through the top plate by a digital

camera (PV-DV950 camera, AG-1960 VCR, both Panasonic) equipped with 48-mm F-

1.6 lens. The camera was oriented perpendicularly to the channel axis and was focused on

the electrode array (Figure 3.1). To examine different regions of the channel, the camera

was mounted on a translation stage. Continuous recordings of the particle behavior in the

rotating channel were conducted and, as needed, pictures of the particle distribution by

bringing the channel at the preset positions so as to have the camera aimed at the channel

top plate were taken.
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B. Materials

The suspension consisted of a fraction of sieved aluminum oxide spherical particles (AL-

604, 99.9%, AEE, NJ) suspended in Mazola corn oil. The particle size distribution of this

fraction was measured with a Beckman-Coulter Laser Diffraction Particle Size Analyzer

LS 130. The average diameter of the particles was 89.6 p.m, and 50% of the particles had

diameters between 69 i.tm and 107 um. The particle density was 3.75 glcm 3 . The density

of the corn oil was 0.91 glcm3 and its viscosity was 59.7 cp at 13°C.

To measure the complex permittivity of the suspensions and that of the

continuous phase, the standard technique of dielectric spectroscopy (Hill et al., 1969) was

used. The measurements were performed on a Broadband Dielectric Spectrometer

(BDS)-80 (Novocontrol, GmBH) in a spatially uniform low electric field (~ 4 Vlmm) in

the range of frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 7 MHz. Using the BDS-80 thermostat, the

specimen temperature was kept at 23.00 ± 0.01 °C during the measurements. The

dielectric sample cell consisted of a round plate capacitor (D=10 mm) filled with the

specimen, and the cell constant was determined with pure hexadecane (Aldrich, 99%+).

For the dielectric measurements, the concentration of the suspension varied from 5% to

15% by volume. The high sensitivity of the BDS-80 enabled to conduct reproducible

measurements on 5-% suspensions when the relative difference between the dielectric

permittivities of the specimen and the continuous phase was at least 5%. To calculate the

particle polarizability an approach validated in (Dussaud et al.,) was used. Specifically,

the concentration and frequency dependence of the suspension complex dielectric

permittivity, £*„ was measured, and then (3 was computed by employing the Maxwell-

Wagner expression for e: of a suspension of randomly distributed spherical particles
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(Equation 1.10, chapter 1.2)

The main difficulty in measuring * for the aluminum oxide particles dispersed

in the corn oil was that the former settled in the dielectric cell filled with the specimen

before the dielectric measurements could be conducted. To overcome this limitation, a

very viscous homogeneous fluid was prepared, which had nearly the same complex

dielectric permittivity as that of the pure corn oil and then it was used as the continuous

phase in the suspensions for the dielectric measurements. After testing several materials,

a mixture of the corn oil with 5.2% (by weight) of bee's wax (Van Dyke's, SD) was

chosen. To prepare this suspending fluid, the mixture was slowly heated (-0.2 °Clmin)

while continuously stirring it in a magnetic stirrer until the wax had melted. Heating the

mixture was kept for adlther 30 minutes and then slowly cooled to room temperature.

The frequency dependence of the complex dielectric permittivities of the suspending

fluid and that of the pure corn oil at 13 °C coincided in the range of frequencies from 10

Hz to 0.1 MHz, which was significantly broader than that used in previously described

electro-hydrodynamic experiments. Aluminum oxide particles were then dispersed in this

very viscous fluid by rotating a bottle at 6 rpm. The gravitational settling of the former

was so slow that dl discernible settlement could be detected in a couple of days.

The concentration dependence of the real part of the ratio (es — E; )/(E: + 2E; ) for

several frequencies is shown in Figure 3.3(a), from which the real part of the particle

polarizability and its frequency dependence, shown in Figure 3.3(b), were calculated

using Equation (1.20) (chapter 1.2).
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C. Procedures

Experiments

The setup was prepared for each experiment in several steps. First the vertically arranged

channel was slowly filled with the pure corn oil from the bottom to the top and was kept

in this position for about two hours to remove any trapped air bubbles. Then the channel

was placed in the setup and set into rotation. The corn oil was next displaced by the

suspension which was slowly pumped into the rotating channel from a reservoir equipped

with a magnetic stirrer. The channel electrodes were energized after 30 min following the

displacement of the corn oil. Flowing experiments were performed by continuously

cycling a fixed volume of a suspension (nearly equal to the channel volume) through the

rotating channel in which the suspension was exposed to an electric field.

To diminish the effects of the centrifugal force, the data on the particle motions

and segregation were taken at the middle of the channel where the centrifugal

acceleration was about ten times lower than at its periphery. In order to clean the channel

between each series of experiments, the pure corn oil was pumped through the de-

energized rotating channel.

Image analysis

On the images acquired through the channel top, the Al203 particles appeared as shiny

dots due to the light being scattered by them. The relative changes of the distribution of

the gray level (GL) on consecutive black & white images taken at equal time steps were

used to estimate the kinetics of the field-induced particle motions and their segregation.

The GL of a pixel, defined as the relative local brightness, have a maximum range from 0
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(black) to 155 (white). The images were analyzed using the V1SILOG-5 (Noesis, Inc.)

image analysis software. VIS1LOG-5 allows one to collect the readings of GL over a

selected rectangular box on an image and calculate the average. The average value of

GL/155 represents the white fraction on a selected area. VISILOG-5 also provides a

procedure for measuring the variation of the white fraction along a selected line parallel

to one of the box sides. Here, for every point on this line, the software takes the readings

of GL through the box in the direction perpendicular to the line and calculates their

average.

Photos were taken of a sediment formed on the bottom of the channel by the

gravitational settling of initially uniformly suspended particles in order to evaluate the

relation between the amount of the segregated particles and the GL. The experiments

were conducted on initially very dilute suspensions with particle concentrations

cp = (1-15) •10 -3 . This range in (I) was chosen because a particle number balance shows

that, under these conditions, it is possible to accommodate all the settled particles into a

single-particle layer at the bottom of the channel. Next, the rotating channel (Figure 3.1)

was slowly filled with the suspension so that the suspended particles were uniformly

distributed. Then, when the plane with the electrodes was horizontal, the rotation was

stopped and the particles were allowed to settle. The images of the sediment layers are

presented in Figures 3.4(a)-3.4(d). To measure the GL of the sediment, the electrode edge

was surrounded by a box the dimensions and location of which were similar to those used

later in the field-related experiments. The data reported in Figure 3.4(e) indicate that the

difference between the GL of a sediment and that of the pure liquid increases with

increasing particle concentration in the suspension but then gradually saturates most
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likely due to the formation of a partially multi-layered sediment. Nevertheless, the data in

Figure 3.4e demonstrate that an increase in the GL can be considered as an acceptable

parameter to qualitatively represent the increase in the amount of the segregated particles.

Figure 3.4 The sediment layers formed by the gravitational settling of particles in
suspensions with particle concentrations (vlv): (a) 10 -3 , (b) 5.10 -3 , (c) 10 -2 , (d)
1.5 .10 -2 following the cessation of the channel rotation. (e) The dependence on particle
concentration (vlv) of the difference between the GL of a sediment and that of the pure
liquid.
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With this in mind, changes in the white fraction in a selected area on black &

white images were also used to characterize the field-induced segregation of the particles

on the electrode edges in initially dilute suspensions with (I) S 10 -3 . In the experiments

without flow, the value of GL was tracked, averaged over a selected box surrounding the

electrode edge, as a function of the time the suspension had been exposed to the field.

The width of the box, 0.7 mm, was chosen so that it covered the particle layer and its

length was typically about 7 mm which was large edlugh to reduce the fluctuations in the

data. The value of (GL(t)-GL0) with GLo being the initial value was considered as

representing the amount of particles that had segregated on the electrode edge following

the application of the field. On the other hand, in flowing experiments, the longitudinal

variation of (GL-GL0) along a rectangular box surrounding the whole electrode was

measured in order to characterize the dln-uniformity of the steady-state particle

distribution in the flow direction. To reduce the fluctuations in the data, a sliding

averaging of the readings was performed over a length of 1 mm along the channel axis.

It is worth dlting that a particle number balance for a suspension with cp =10 -3

shows that if all the suspended particles, after having settled, had been joined together to

form single-particle lines along the electrode edge, a structure would have been built up

consisting of about two lines of particles placed next to one adlther along the electric

field lines. This indicates that an increase in the GL following the application of a field

provides an accepted quantitative measure of the amount of the segregated particles for
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3.2 	 Single — Particle Model for Dielectrophoresis in a Rotating Channel

First, the main dimensionless parameters characterizing the suspension flow in a rotating

system for experimental conditions were evaluated. The local fluid velocity along the

channel, v f , was ~ 2 mm / s , the particle velocity relative to the fluid, u — v f , varied

from ~15µm / s to ~ 150 pm / s , and the channel angular velocity, S2, was maintained at

0.4s . The thickness of the so-called Ekman layer (Ungarish, 1993) in which a fluid

co-rotates with a solid wall due to viscous forces is 8E = 	 /pf 0/2 with pf and if

being the fluid density and viscosity, respectively. Since 8 E , being about 11 mm for these

experiments, exceeded the channel gap, H = 3 mm, it can safely assumed that the

suspending fluid was fully co-rotating with the channel. The body force operating in a

framework rotating with the channel includes the gravity, centrifugal, and Coriolis

components. The Froude number (Ungarish, 1993) Fr = ,Q 2 big , where g is the

gravitational acceleration and b is a typical distance from the axis of rotation, provides a

means of the ratio between the centrifugal and gravity forces. Fr was found to be

5.10 -5 for b = H and ~ 5.10 -4 at the channel periphery for b= 3 cm (see Figure 3.2).

As for the Coriolis force effects, these could lead to the generation of a secondary fluid

flow perpendicular to the rotation axis. Taking v f for the magnitude of the fluid velocity

in a secondary flow, which actually overestimates it, yields ~ 1.5.10 -4 for the ratio

152v f /g between the Coriolis and gravity forces. Both these estimates indicate that the

contribution of the rotation effects to the body force operating in a framework rotating

with the channel was insignificant.
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The Reydllds numbers for the fluid flow and for the relative particle motion are

where U
P
 typifies the relative particle velocity and a is the particle radius. For these

experiments, Re f ~ 0.08 and Re p ~ 10 -5 —10 -4 . The square of the ratio between the

thickness of the viscous Ekman layer and the particle radius expressed by the modified

represents the contribution of the

rotation effects to the viscous force exerted on a particle moving in a slowly rotating fluid

at Re p <<1. The equations given in Sec. 3.8 of (Ungarish, 1993) indicate that the relative

contribution of these effects to the conventional Stokes drag force is proportional to -NTa

which is therefore insignificant in these experiments given that Ta was of order 10 -6 .

To evaluate the importance of Brownian diffusion of the dispersed particles,

ir

was obtained, which clearly demonstrates that particle Brownian

motion effects were insignificant.

A single-particle model considers only the external forces exerting on a particle

and igdlres all interparticle interactions. Consider then a framework rotating with the

channel. By neglecting Brownian motion, centrifugal and Coriolis forces and balancing

the dielectrophoretic force, Equation (1.19), the conventional Stokes drag force, and the

gravitational force, for the particle velocity, u , was obtained:
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where p p is the particle density and e is a rotating unit vector along the orientation of

the gravity force. To compute the term VE 2 generated by the electrodes, Laplace's

equation for the channel needs to be solve. The field-induced displacement r(t) of a

particle being initially at r0 is obtained by solving the equation

As expected, a single-particle model was found (Dussaud et al., 1000) to describe

quantitatively particle segregation in a dilute suspension of negatively polarized particles

because such particles accumulate in a low field region where the role of the interparticle

electric interactions decreases as this region is approached. In chapter 3.3, the extent to

which the model can be applied to the segregation of positively polarized particles which

are attracted towards a high field region where the role of their interactions increases

progressively as they accumulate there will be considered.

The setup (Figure 3.2) was designed so that the vectors VE 2 , and e were

directed dlrmal to the channel axis whereas v f , appearing in the flowing experiments,

was along the channel axis. In this case, the particle velocity relative to that of fluid,

u— o f , had components only along the x- and y-directions in the channel cross-section.

The gap between the electrodes was very small with respect to their length in the

z-direction, so that the field could be taken as two dimensional, varying only along the

cross-section of the channel in the x- and y-directions. Furthermore, because of the

symmetry and periodicity of the electrode array in the x-direction, the electric field was
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computed only for the element ABCD enclosed by the dashed line in Figure 3.2(b) with

the sides having insulating boundaries (by symmetry) and the top grounded. The oil and

the channel bottom plate were assumed to form a continuous medium because of their

similar electrical properties. The part of the bottom boundary AD of the computational

box between the electrodes was taken to be insulating. In fact, the conditions for the field

on this line is dlt important since, if this line was taken as being grounded, which is

adlther extreme boundary condition, the maximum field strength in the oil changed by

less than 2% (Dussaud et al., 1000). The numerical procedure used to solve Laplace's

equation was described in (Dussaud et al., 2000). The distribution of the field strength

between the centers of neighboring grounded (0 x 0.8mm) and high-voltage

( 1.8 5_ x 5_ 3.6mm) electrodes is depicted in Figure 3.5. Notice that the region of the

highest field strength is located at the edges of the electrodes and that of its lowest

strength is above the center of the grounded electrode near the midplane of the channel.

Therefore, the application of an electric field to the suspension should cause the

positively polarized particles to segregate on the electrode edges.
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Figure 3.5 The distribution of the square of the field strength, E 2 , (expressed in units of
v2 s /d

2 ) in the element enclosed by the dashed line in Figure 3(b). Grounded and

energized electrodes are on the left and on the right, respectively. The top is also
grounded.

For a suspension flowing through the rotating channel (Figure 3.2(a)), the fully

developed fluid velocity has only a component in the z-direction, v fZ (y), given by the

well-known expression for the velocity profile in a parallel-plate channel (Batchelor,

1993)

where U a is the average fluid velocity, Q is the volumetric flow rate, and A is the area of

the channel cross section. Since Re f << 1, the entrance length required for a flow to

reach the velocity profile given by Equation (3.3) is of the order of the channel gap.
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Now consider Equations (3.1)—(3.3) in more detail. Using these equations, it is

easy to show that, in the absence of the electric field and without flow, a particle, away

from the boundaries, will rotate in a circular orbit with the channel angular velocity S2 .

In these experiments, the ratio of the orbit radius, R, to the channel height,

was about 0.16 at a rotation speed of 4 rpm.

Next, consider the relative effects of the dielectrophoretic and gravitational forces

where d is the gap between

neighboring electrodes, it is obtained that the components of the particle velocity in the

channel cross-section are 0(ditd ) where, on account of Equation (3.1), td , the

characteristic time of the dielectrophoresis is given by

When the period of the channel rotation is significantly less than the time scale of the

field induced particle segregation, S -Itd >> 1n , which occurs at a relatively low field

strength, the particle motion over a period of rotation can be average and since, in this

case, the average gravity force vanishes, the average particle trajectory is governed by the

dielectrophoretic force in Equation (3.1). At the opposite extreme of a high field strength,
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Slid 	27t , the gravitational force in Equation (3.1) can be clearly neglected, in which

case the Equation (3.5) for the characteristic time of the dielectrophoresis is also

obtained. Hence in Sec. 3.5, td was used as a time scale for the presentation of all the

experimental and computational data regarding the particle segregation.

Now consider a suspension flowing through a rotating channel and let z = 0 and

z = L correspond to the channel inlet and outlet cross-sections, respectively. Since, as

was said earlier, the fully developed flow direction is perpendicular to the plane of the

field lines, the flow does dlt affect the particle velocity components in the x- and y-

directions, while the field does not affect the particle velocity component in the z-

direction. Hence, a particle travels along the channel with the local fluid velocity, v fr (y),

given by Equation (3.3). At a given distance z in the channel, the particle distribution

then depends on both the dielectrophoresis and the dispersion of the residence times (the

time that a particle spends in a channel) due to the parabolic flow profile. Specifically, a

particle which is initially at the point (x 0 , y Ø , z Ø ) will be captured in the channel only if

where t d (x , y Ø ). the time required for the particle to reach one of the electrodes,

depends only on the initial x and y coordinates of this particle. Moreover, on making use

of Equation (3.7) for z Ø = 0 , that part of the inlet cross-section can be determined, such

that a particle entering through this region will dlt have been trapped on the electrodes.

Clearly, this part includes all the points {x0 , yØ } for which
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Let A e be the area of this region. Then, for a uniform inlet particle distribution, the

fraction of particles passing through the channel without being captured equals A e /A

which depends on the channel length and the fluid flow rate only through the average

fluid residence time, T = L/U a .

To simulate the field-induced particle segregation, Equations (3.1) — (3.3) were

solved for each of N dln-interacting particles initially, at t = 0 , randomly distributed in

the simulation cell. The particle motion following the application of an electric field, for

t > 0 , was computed for a rectangular cell bounded by two planes passing along the

center lines of two grounded electrodes and the inlet and outlet channel cross-sections

(Figure 3.2(c)). A particle leaving the cell through one of its longitudinal sides parallel to

the yz plane was replaced by its mirror image (the same y and z coordinates) that

simultaneously entered the cell through the other side. Also, in line with the conditions of

the flowing experiments, a particle leaving the cell through the outlet cross-section was

replaced by adlther particle that simultaneously entered the cell through the inlet channel

cross section at a point with, however, randomly taken y and x coordinates. Particles

located on the top and the bottom of the channel were dlt allowed to exit the cell, so that

their outward velocity components were igdlred. Once a particle came to the electrode

edges it was considered to have been trapped and its further displacement was dlt

computed. The numerical procedure used to solve Equations (3.1) —(3.3), which requires

the calculation of VE 2 at any point, was described in (Dussaud et al., 1000).

Simulations were performed using a finite element code from a library of C++

subroutines DIFFPACK, developed at the University of Oslo, Norway (Langtangen,

1999). A typical simulation included N = 4800 particles.
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3.3 Experimental Data and Comparison with Simulations

A. Particle segregation in rotating suspensions

The rotating channel (Figure 3.1) was slowly filled with a suspension. Then an electric

field was applied to this suspension, while maintaining the clockwise rotation speed at 4

rpm, and recorded the motion of the particles until all of them were captured on the

electrodes. The field was first applied at the moment when the plane with the electrodes

was horizontal. the effect of particle concentration on the field-induced structure

formation in suspensions subjected to high-gradient strong electric fields was considered

first. Experiments were conducted on suspensions with particle concentrations

of these suspensions on the phase diagram, Figure 1.9, an asymptotic expression for the

spidldal at low particle concentrations (Khusid and Acrivos, 1995; Khusid and Acrivos,

1999) was taken

where the function W. presents the dependence of the electric energy of the interparticle

interactions on the field frequency, the electric properties of the particle and the

suspending fluid; a rough estimate W. ~ 3 Re(j3) 2 yields 0.34 for 100 Hz (see Figure

3.3(b)). Therefore, under these experimental conditions, the left-hand side of Equation

(3.9) will be larger than unity when (f) 6 .10 -1° . Correspondingly, the states of the

suspensions with cp =10 -4 , 10 -3 , and 10 -2 fell into the unstable domain U of the phase
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diagram in Figure 1.9 suggesting that the particles should aggregate following the

application of a spatially uniform ac field of this strength.

Next, the time scales of the field-induced structure formation and

dielectrophoresis are estimated. Using Equations (1.11) and (3.5), td =18.5 s and

are obtained

respectively. Hence, the rate of the dielectrophoretic particle redistribution compared

with the rate of the phase separation in the bulk appears to be slower for cp =10 -2 and

significantly faster for cp =10 -3 and 10 -4 . Presented in Figure 3.6, are photos of the

structures formed in the suspensions with (i) =10 -4 , 10 -3 , and 10 -2 , taken at t= 942s,

312s, and 83s, respectively, following the application of an electric field with

, which confirm this prediction. Specifically, in contrast to the case

the suspensions with lower concentrations exhibited heterogeneous

aggregation when t d << to , so that the particles aggregated on the electrode edges

following their accumulation in these regions caused by dielectrophoresis.
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Figure 3.6 The structures formed on the high-voltage (HV) and grounded (GR)

electrodes in suspensions with initial particle concentrations (a) 10 -4 , (b) 10 -3 , and (c)

10 -2 (vlv) taken at t= 942s. 312s, and 83s, respectively, following the application of a
rotation speed 4 rpm. The electrode width is 1.6 mm.
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Since the condition for the field-induced heterogeneous aggregation to occur is

independent of the applied voltage, Equation (1.12), the effects of the field amplitude and

frequency on this phenomenon on a suspension with cp =10 -3 are chosen to study. V.,

from 1 kV to 5 kV at 100 Hz was varied and the frequency from 100 Hz to 1 kHz at

while maintaining the rotation speed at 4 rpm. To compare the predictions

of a single-particle model with experimental data, the field-induced time evolution of an

initially random distribution of particles was computed by taking the value of Re(J3)

corresponding to the frequency of the applied field (Figure 3.3(b)).

Figures 3.7(a)-(d) present the photos of the field-induced time evolution of an

initially uniform distribution of particles in a suspension with (p• =10 -3 following the
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For comparison, in Figures 3.8(a)-(e) the results of the simulations of the particle

motions are shown under the same conditions as would be observed through the channel

top (i.e., only their x and z coordinates) and through the channel cross section (i.e., only

their x and y coordinates). The computed particle positions are depicted for a region

between the centers of neighboring grounded (0 S x 0.8mm) and high-voltage
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The random particle distribution before the electric field was applied is shown in

Figure 3.7(a). At early times after the application of the field, particles are seen to have

moved towards the edges of both the high-voltage and the grounded electrodes (Figure

3.7(b)) consistent with the simulations shown in Figure 3.8(b). After 2 min, a significant

decrease in the number of particles was noted in the region between the electrodes

(Figure 3.7(c)) very similar to that predicted in Figure 3.8(c) and the particles were found

to form thin layers on the edges of the both electrodes (Figures 3.7(c)-3.7(d)). Moreover,

although a substantial change in the particle distribution was observed to have occurred

within the first minute (Figures 3.7(a)-3.7(b)), this change was less prodlunced between

the second and fourth minutes (Figures 3.7(c)-3.7(d)) with some particles still remaining

between the electrodes. The computed time variations of the particle distribution depicted

in Figures 3.8(a)-(d) also predict this trend. However, as seen in Figures 3.8 (c) and (d),

the decrease in the computed number of particles remaining between the electrodes is

greater than that observed during the same time in Figures 3.7 (c) and (d). In fact, the

simulations predict that the particles shown in Figure 3.8(a) will collapse eventually into

two lines on the top view and on two points in the cross-sectional view corresponding to

the electrode edges, x = 0.8mm and x = 2.8mm (Figure 3.8(e)), since the model,

Equations (3.1)-(3.3), treats the particles as points.

The computed field-induced evolution of the particle distribution in the channel

cross-section is depicted in Figures 3.8(a)-(e). It is seen that the particles which were

initially located near the electrodes move faster than the others thereby creating regions

of clear fluid in the channel cross-section. The trajectories of six selected particles

presented in Figure 3.9 show that, at very early times, a particle located in a region of low
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field gradient moves slowly at first, and then rapidly accelerates as it approaches one of

the electrodes. The circular orbits appeared on the trajectories (Figure 3.9) when the

duration of the particle motion is longer than the period of chamber rotation.

Figure 3.9 The trajectories of six selected particles under the same conditions as those
for Figure 3.8; G = 1.9, and = 7.75. The consecutive particle positions are depicted at

equal time steps. The number given for every trajectory is the time, tur d , required for a

particle to reach the electrodes. Grounded and energized electrodes are on the left and on
the right, respectively.

The rotation of the channel affects the particle motions and creates a difference

between the amounts of the particles that have aggregated on the two edges of the same

electrode. This effect is most prodlunced at the high-voltage electrodes and at later times

where, as seen in a typical photo in Figure 3.10, more particles were collected on that

edge which lies in the direction of the channel rotation from the center of an electrode
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than on the other. Computer simulations also predict this trend. Shown in Figure 3.10 is

this ratio as a function of Qt d /11E which was computed for the range of voltages and

frequencies of electric fields applied in these experiments. In particular, this ratio equals

1.25 for the conditions of the experiments presented in Figure 3.7 whereas the maximum

value, 1.51, corresponds to a field with V. s =1 kV , 1 kHz. Notice that the ratio between

the gravitational and dielectrophoretic forces, G , also varies along the curve plotted in

was fixed in these experiments.
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To characterize the kinetics of the field-induced particle accumulation on the

electrodes, the average value of the GL in the vicinity of the edges of the high-voltage

and grounded electrodes as a function of time following the application of a field was

measured. This value of the GL represents the average thickness of the layer formed by

the particles (Figures 3.7(a)-(d)) (see chapter 3.2 for details). To diminish the effects of

rotation, the values of GL for both edges of the same electrode were combined. The

relative changes of GL were then computed as

where the subscripts "HV" and "GR" dedlte the high-voltage and grounded electrodes,

respectively, GLHv , c, and GLGR , 0 were the values before the electric field was applied

and GLHv 	and GLGR (.0) were the maximum values attained at the end of

aggregation. Making use of the characteristic time of dielectrophoresis, Equation (3.9),

allows to combine the data on I Hv (t) and I GR (t) for different voltages and frequencies

of the applied field into two bands in Figures 3.11(a)-(b). For comparison, the computed

time variations of the fraction of the particles which reached the edges of the high-voltage

and grounded electrodes for electric fields with

and 1 kHz are also plotted in Figure 3.11. As can be seen from

Figures 3.11(a)-(b), the predicted rate of the particle accumulation is consistent with the

experimental data. The difference at later times is most likely caused by the gradual
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saturation of GL due to the formation of multi-layered structures on the electrode edges.

The morphology of the aggregation pattern will be discussed in chapter 3.4C.
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B. Suspension flow through the rotating channel

The rotating channel (Figure 3.1) was initially filled with a 10 -3(vlv)-suspension. Then,

following the application of an electric field at the moment when the plane with the

electrodes was horizontal, the suspension was cycled through the channel which was

rotating clockwise at 4 rpm, until all the suspended particles were captured on the

electrodes. The flow rate was taken as 10 mllmin giving for the average fluid residence

time T = 59.4 s and for the shear rate at the wall if w = 3.7 s -1 . The electric fields with

which were used in most flowing

experiments, gave a ratio of dielectrophoresis to residence times,

the former and 2.78 for the latter. For these fields, the values of the Mason number

(Zukoski et al., 1993; Hasley et al., 1991)

which characterizes the ratio between the viscous force acting on a particle and the

interparticle dipolar interaction, were Ma = 0.09 for 3 kV and Ma = 0.81 for 1 kV,

respectively.

The photo presented in Figure 3.11 illustrates the final thickness of the layer

formed by the particles aggregated on the high-voltage electrode near the channel inlet.

While the plots refer to the measured longitudinal variation of the GL of this layer in the

entrance region. As seen in Figure 3.11, the GL decreases away from the channel inlet

and then, after about 7 mm, appears to fluctuate around a constant value equal to the

average over a more distant part of the electrode. Also depicted in this figure is the

longitudinal variation of the number of the particles captured on a high-voltage electrode
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predicted by the single-particle model, Equations (3.1)-(3.3). In line with the image

analysis procedure, the sliding averaging of the theoretical data along the channel was

performed using a length of 1 mm which is not large edlugh to suppress the fluctuations.

On the other hand, the use of a significantly larger averaging interval would have

rendered the GL essentially constant through the entrance region.
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Shown in Figure 3.13 is the time variation of the GL for a high-voltage electrode

where GLHv , 0 and GLHV (...) are the GL values before the electric field was applied and

the maximum values attained at the end of the aggregation, respectively. The data on

J Hv (t) and the simulation results are presented in Figure 3.13 for different voltages using

Equation (3.5) for the characteristic time of dielectrophoresis. In Figures 3.11 and 3.13,

the values of the GL for both edges of the same electrode have been combined since the

total amount of the segregated particles is less sensitive to the rotation effect shown in

Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.13 The experimental and computed data on the kinetics of the particle
aggregation on a high-voltage electrode in the middle of the channel for a flowing
10 -3 (vlv)-suspension following the application of an electric field with (a) Aims = 3 kV ,
100 Hz ( G =1.9, Slid = 7.75) and (b) =1 kV , 100 Hz ( G = 17.36, C2; = 69.36);
flow rate 20 mllmin, rotational speed 4 rpm. The experimental data on a fraction of
segregated particles, J iiv , and computed results are plotted against a dln-dimensional
time, thd , with ; given by Equation (3.5).
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Now consider the predictions of the single-particle model. Simulations showed

that the average fluid residence time at V. = 3 kV , 100 Hz was long enough, i.e.

of the particles to be trapped on the electrodes without leaving

the channel, whereas 14.5% of the particles traveled through the channel more than once.

In contrast, the average residence time at

> 1, so that only 14% of the particles, initially presented in the channel, would have been

captured on the electrodes without leaving the channel, whereas 53.3% of the particles

traveled through the channel more than once. As can be seen from Figure 3.13, the

computed time variation of the particle accumulation on a high-voltage electrode in the

middle of the channel is consistent with the experimental data. Notice that the agreement

between the computed and the experimental data for flowing suspensions (Figure 3.13)

seems to be better than that without flow (Figure 3.11). This can be attributed to the fact

that the contribution of any secondary effect becomes less important when there is flow.

A similar trend was observed in experiments conducted on suspensions of negatively

polarized neutrally buoyant particles (Dussaud et al., 1000).

Both the experimental and computational data presented in Figure 3.11 show that

the amount of particles captured on the electrodes decreases away from the inlet and then,

at a distance greater than about seven millimeters, stay more or less constant. Simulations

predict, however, significantly larger variations of the number of the particles captured in

this region than those observed. This can be attributed to the deficiency of the theoretical

model, Equations (3.1)-(3.3), as well as to the uncertainty in measuring the amount of the

segregated particles.
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C. Aggregation patterns on the electrode edges

Photos presented in Figures 3.7 and 3.14 illustrate the evolution of the aggregation

patterns formed by the particles on the high-voltage and grounded electrodes following

the application of an electric field to a rotating 10 -3 (vlv)-suspension. As can be seen, the

particles which have accumulated near the electrodes are observed to cluster together on

the edges. This field-induced pattern (Figures 3.7 and 3.14) is drastically different from

the random build-up of a layer in the course of gravitational settling in the same and as

well as more concentrated suspensions following the cessation of the channel rotation

(Figure 3.4). On the other hand, the forces acting on a single particle in these experiments

(the dielectrophoretic for the former and the gravitational for the latter) were nearly the

same, in particular, the dielectric-to-gravity force ratio, G (see Equation (3.6)), was 1.9

for Figure 3.7 and 4.3 for Figure 3.14. This clearly shows that the interparticle

interactions, even for initially very dilute suspensions, appear to govern the particle

motions near the electrodes. Of course, a theoretical analysis of the pattern formation is

well beyond the scope of the single-particle model, Equations (3.1) - (3.3).
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Experiments with different voltages and frequencies of the applied field enabled

to suggest a mechanism for the pattern formation on the electrode edges. This mechanism

appeared to be similar for both the high-voltage and grounded electrodes, even though the

amount of particles accumulated on the former was significantly greater (Figure 3.11). In

particular, a set of typical photos in Figure 3.14 depicts consecutive images at the same
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location on the electrodes in order to illustrate the kinetics of the particle clustering

following the application of a field with

(b) are compared with Figures 3.14(b) - (c), it is apparent that most of the clusters seen in

these photos were formed at t _Pr d , whereas only few new clusters were formed later, at

A similar trend can be observed in the photos of Figure 3.7. On the other hand, the

kinetics of the particle accumulation on the electrodes plotted in Figure 3.11 shows that

only roughly 50% of the total number of particles have reached the electrode edges at

t after the application of the field. These data combined with the predictions of the

single-particle model depicted in Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.11 indicate that, during the

initial, relatively fast stage, i.e. for t 	 , particles close to the edges found energetically

favorable sites on the electrodes and then formed most of the nuclei for the growing

clusters. Subsequently, in the course of the second stage, t 	 , new particles coming to

the electrode from a more distant part of the channel joined the vertices of these clusters

mainly in the direction of the field.

Clustering on the electrodes arises from the competition between the interaction

of the particles with a high-gradient field near the edge and the long-range dipolar

interactions of nearby particles. Specifically, although the dielectrophoretic force always

tends to confine the particles near the edges, the dipole-dipole force either pulls

neighboring particles together or pushes them away depending on the relative orientation

of the line connecting the particle centers and the electric field direction (Landau et al.,

1984). As has been studied thoroughly in the case of bulk magnetic colloids and

electrorheological fluids subject to a spatially uniform field, the dipolar interparticle

interactions lead to the unlimited growth of chain-like structures aligned in the field
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direction whereas, in contrast, the growth of clusters in the course of heterogeneous

aggregation in an initially dilute suspension is confined to the electrode edges by the

presence of a high-gradient field. As a consequence of this confinement, the particles

form arrays of bristles along the electrode edges (Figures 3.7 and 3.14) the length of

which increased with an increase in the applied voltage. Calculations of an auto-

correlation function for the GL variations along the electrodes revealed that the assembly

of bristles did dlt appear to have any long-range order.

The effects of the flow on the pattern formation on the electrodes were found to

be similar for both applied fields. In particular, a set of photos presented in Figure 3.15

shows the structures formed in a flowing suspension on the high-voltage and grounded

electrodes following the application of a field with V. =1 kV , 100 Hz in comparison

with those formed in a suspension without flow. The photos for a flowing suspension in

Figure 3.15 were taken in the middle of the channel in order to eliminate the entrance

effects. As can be seen from Figure 3.15, the presence of flow caused the particles to

build shorter bristles, finer clusters, and tighter packed layers. These effects are more

prodlunced for the lower value of the applied voltage, i.e., for the smaller Mason

number. This can be attributed to the fact that the exposure of the clusters to shear stress

caused loosely connected particles to be released and to travel along the electrodes

thereby covering the edges more uniformly.
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3.4 Summary and Conclusions

The conditions under which a suspension of positively polarizable particles will undergo

a heterogeneous aggregation following the application of a high-gradient strong ac field

(~ several kVlmm) were specified and then theoretically the field-induced particle

motions and pattern formation in very dilute suspensions under these conditions were

examined experimentally. In addition, to prevent the gravitational settling of the particles,

a setup in which the electric chamber was kept slowly rotating around a horizontal axis

along with a special technique to energize the electrodes was developed, and a single-

particle model was used for the simulations of the field-induced particle motions. Also,

the real part of the complex value of the particle polarization, which is required for the

calculation of the dielectrophoretic force, was measured in a spatially uniform low-

strength field (~ Vlmm).

The predictions of the single-particle model for the kinetics of the particle

accumulation on the electrodes were found to be in a reasonable agreement with

experimental data. This demonstrates that the value of the particle polarization measured

in low fields can be used for describing the particle motions in strong fields. However,

even in an initially very dilute suspension, interparticle interactions were found to govern

the formation of arrays of bristles along the electrode edges. The experiments suggested

the existence of a two-step mechanism for the formation of the arrays of bristles along the

electrode edges, which arose from the interplay of the dielectrophoretic force that

confined the particles near the electrode edge and the dipolar interactions of nearby

particles.
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The slow rotating electric chamber which has been developed makes feasible

electro-hydrodynamic experiments on suspensions with particles heavier than the

suspending fluid. This significantly extends the choice of suspension constituents which

can be used in the experiments because it allows for a much broader variation of the

polarization mismatch between the particles and the suspending fluid than is possible if

only suspensions containing neutrally buoyant particles are used. The results of these

studies provide the basic characteristics of the field-induced particle segregation needed

for the design and optimization of electro-hydrodynamic apparatuses.



CHAPTER 4

MANIPULATION OF MICRO - PARTICLES IN MICROFLUIDIC

DIELECTROPHORETIC DEVICES

4.1 Introduction

Among a variety of available methods for the manipulation of minute particles in a

liquid, dielectrophoresis which employs ac fields is currently becoming one of the major

techniques in micro-devices because the application of an ac field suppresses undesirable

electrolytic effects and electro-convection in the liquid and employs polarization forces

that are insensitive to the particle charge which is difficult to control (Zimmermann,

1996, Koch et al., 1000). Also, positioning particles in pre-selected locations for

subsequent analysis is the first step in the operation of micro-analytical systems.

The heart of a dielectrophoretic device is a channel equipped with an array of

electrodes to generate a spatially dln-uniform ac field that drives particles to the regions

of high field strength (positive dielectrophoresis) or low field strength (negative

dielectrophoresis), depending on whether they are more or less polarizable than the

suspending fluid (Jones, 1995). Dielectrophoretic phedlmena can be easily manipulated

by varying dlt only the strength but also the frequency of an applied field (Jones, 1995).

The rapid progress in micro-fabrication techdllogies through the application of the

facilities, methods, and materials of semiconductor industry makes it feasible to fabricate

micro-devices in which the application of the voltage of the order of only tens of volts

enables one to generate high-gradient strong electric fields (several kVlmm) over a

broad range of frequencies from several Hz to several MHz (Koch et al., 2000). For
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comparison, the application of several ac kilovolts is required for millimeter-scale

electrodes used in macro-devices to generate the same field. The widespread use of

dielectrophoretic micro-devices for pressure driven flows emphasizes the need to study

the field-induced particle motions and aggregation in order to facilitate the design,

optimization, and operation of such devices.

The field-driven structure formation in a flowing suspension subjected to a high-

gradient ac field is governed by the interplay of the dielectrophoretic force and the

interparticle electric interactions. Under certain conditions (referred to as particle

heterogeneous aggregation (Section 1.4)), the coupling of these forces will enable one to

concentrate flowing particles in certain areas of an electric chamber where they would

then aggregate. This regime is advantageous for positioning particles in pre-selected

locations for subsequent analysis in micro-analytical systems. The field-induced particle

distribution to be formed along the channel depends on the ratio of the characteristic time

of dielectrophoresis, which is a measure of time required for a particle to move across the

channel under the action of dielectrophoretic force, to the time that a particle spends

inside a channel (the so-called resident time). Increasing the resident time provides more

time for electric forces to collect particles at the same location. In this chapter the

experimental and theoretical consideration of the kinetics of the heterogeneous

aggregation of positively polarized particles in dielectrophoretic microfluidics is given,

and the limitations on the scale of an electrode array for trapping particles in

microfluidics by positive dielectrophoresis are addressed.
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4.2 Field-Induced Heterogeneous Aggregation of Micron Particles

Two types of electrical forces govern the suspension behavior under the action of a

spatially dlnuniform ac field (Jones, 1995). One of them is the dielectrophoretic force

Fdep generated through the interaction of a particle with a spatially non-uniform ac field.

In particular, for a sphere (Jones, 1995) it is described by Equation (1.19) (Chapter 1).

Fdep moves the particle either towards or away from the high field strength regions. The

other force is the long-range interparticle electric interaction generated by the

polarization of the particles in an applied field (Halsey, 1992). The main effect of the

interparticle interactions is that they, if sufficiently strong, cause a suspension to undergo

separation into low- and high-concentrated phases by rearranging the randomly

distributed particles into a variety of ordered aggregation patterns (the so-called electro-

rheological effect) (Halsey, 1991). A thermodynamic theory (Khusid and Acrivos, 1995,

Khusid and Acrivos, 1999) for the field-driven phase separation predicts a set of phase

diagrams which specify the state of a suspension depending on the volume fraction of the

particles, cp , and the relative strength of an applied field

is the thermal energy. The concentration dependence of the critical field strength, above

which the suspension should undergo the phase separation following the application of a

spatially uniform ac field, is given by the spidldal on the phase diagram (Figure 1.9,

Chapter 1). An asymptotic expression for the spidldal at low particle concentrations is

(Khusid and Acrivos, 1996)

where the function 111w presents the dependence of the electric energy of the interparticle

interactions on the field frequency, the electric properties of the particle and the
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When a suspension is exposed

to a spatially dlnuniform field so strong that the left-hand side of Equation (4.1) is larger

than unity, the dielectrophoresis would be accompanied by the phase separation (Khusid

and Acrivos, 1996). Then the suspension behavior will depend on the ratio of two time

scales, Ta and td (Qiu et al., 1001). The former refers to the characteristic time for the

field-induced structure formation in a suspension subjected to a spatially uniform field

(Equation (1.11), Chapter 1), whereas the latter is a measure of the time required for a

particle to travel over a characteristic length of the system, d , under the action of the

dielectrophoretic force, Equation (3.5) (Chapter 3). Only when

the particles are forced to accumulate in certain areas of the micro-device and then to

aggregate, a regime referred to as the particle heterogeneous aggregation (Section 1.4).

A single-particle model (Section 3.2) considers the dielectrophoretic force,

Equation (1.19), the Stokes drag force, and the gravitational force exerted on a particle

and igdlres all interparticle interactions. The field-induced displacement r(t) of a

particle being initially at rØ is obtained by solving the Equation (3.2) (Chapter 3). It is

applicable for a domain where the strength of an applied field is smaller than the critical

field strength given by Equation (4.1) and for a domain of a larger field strength when the

characteristics of the channel meet the requirements given by Equation (4.2). The main

dln-dimensional parameters of the single-particle model, Equation (3.1) (Chapter 3), are

the ratio td /T of the characteristic dielectrophoresis time to the average fluid residence

is the average fluid
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velocity with Q and A being the volumetric flow rate and the area of the channel cross

section, respectively, the channel length to the electrode width ratio, Lid , and the ratio of

the gravitational and dielectrophoretic forces Equation (3.6) (Chapter 3).

The major difference between operational ranges of millimeter-scale and

micrometer-scale dielectrophoretic devices lies in the fact that t d /T is of the order of

several tenths for the former and

4.3 Microfabrication and Experimental Procedures

4.3.1 Microfabrication Techniques

Due to the small volume in dielectrophoretic micro-devices, they operate at a flow rate

from several tens of nllmin to several gllmin . A technique for the batch fabrication of an

apparatus featuring 150 micro-devices placed on a 4-inch silicon wafer is presented. The

choice of materials renders these micro-devices mechanically robust and chemically

inert. The presented approach radically simplifies the manufacturing of dielectrophoretic

devices and their integration into a higher-level system. In particular, several apparatuses

of this type can easily be combined to form a unit for matching a flow rate of the order of

several mllmin, typical of many applications, by distributing the main stream among a

sufficiently large number of micro-devices operating in parallel. The use of a multi-

channel apparatus also enables one to conduct at once experiments on the same fluid with

different configurations of microelectrodes, thereby significantly reducing the labor in the

optimization of a dielectrophoretic device for particular applications. Micro-devices with

well-defined configurations of the electric field and the flow pattern where a flowing
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suspension is exposed to a strong field such that the electric field lines are arranged in the

channel cross section perpendicular to the streamlines of the main flow were designed.

With this in mind, channels with electrodes arranged parallel and perpendicular to the

flow (Figure 4.1) in order to cover the limiting cases of the array orientation with respect

to flow were fabricated.

Figure 4.1 Microfluidics with electrodes arranged parallel and perpendicular to the flow.

For each configuration, three different devices having equal electrode width and inter-

electrode spacing of 11,tm , 5pm , and 101.im , respectively, were constructed. The

fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 4.2.



In the first step, a 4"-silicon wafer was chemically cleaned to remove particulate matter

on the surface as well as any traces of organic, ionic, and metallic impurities (Figure

4.2a). After cleaning, silicon dioxide, which serves as a barrier layer, was thermally

grown on the surface of the wafer using dry oxygen to form a 500-nm thick insulation

layer (Figure 4.2b). Dry oxide provides a dielectric strength (>10 5 Vlmm) greater than
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wet or deposited oxide. This field strength is more than ten times higher than the electric

field used in experiments presented in this chapter. During the next step, a 200-nm

aluminum layer was sputtered on the top of the SiO2 layer (Figure 4.2c). Standard

photolithographic techniques were used for the fabrication of microelectrodes. The wafer

was coated with positive photoresist (Figure 4.2d), and then the desired pattern was

transferred to photoresist by exposure to UV radiation through a patterned chrome-on-

quartz mask(Figure 4.2e). The exposed photoresist was then washed away by the

developer solution (Figure 4.2f). Aluminum was etched from the unexposed regions

using wet etching in an aluminum etch bath (Figure 4.2g), and finally the remaining

photoresist was stripped by cleaning the wafer in an m-pyrol bath (Figure 4.2h). The

patterned mask was designed in such a way that aluminum was left in the regions

surrounding each microelectrode array (Figure 4.3a) to facilitate adldic bonding.



Figure 4.3 3D model of (a) open and (d) closed micro-device.
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As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the channel, the fluid inlet and outlet ports, and the side holes

for energizing the electrode array, were micro-machined into a Pyrex 7740 glass plate (1

mm thick and 100 mm in diameter), using ultrasonic machining at the Bullen Ultrasonics,

Inc., OH. 150 channels and through hole sets were designed and located on the plate to

individually match microelectrode arrays on the silicon wafer. Each channel is 600um

wide x 3011m deep x 5000um long. The diameters of the inletloutlet ports and side holes

are 6001,t,m and 30011m , respectively. As shown in Figure 4.1, the corners and edges of

the electrode assemblies are covered by glass to minimize undesired electrolytic effects in

the suspending fluid.
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First, micro-machined channels in the glass plate were aligned with electrode

structures on the silicon wafer using a precision bond aligner, EV 450 (Electronic Aisions

Inc., AZ). Then, the plate and the wafer were bonded on an EV501 universal wafer

bonder (Electronic Aisions Inc., AZ). The process was automatically controlled by a

program, specifically designed for joining aluminum coated silicon to Pyrex substrates.

The assembly was placed in the chamber in which it was heated to 400 °C and then

voltage of 500V was applied for 15 minutes, while 100N force was maintained on the

structure. The chamber was then cooled to the room temperature. It was found that the

combination of these relatively high temperature, voltage and bonding force of 100N,

were sufficient to enable good adldic bonding of the aluminum coated silicon wafer with

the Pyrex 7740 glass surfaces. It should be dlted that dl special care was taken to

electrically short across the oxide layers on the silicon wafer. In addition, each aluminum

region was isolated from the others, and while only a fraction of the field may be used to

migrate ions in the Pyrex, strong bonding was obtained. The bonding quality of the

assembly was evaluated by visual and qualitative mechanical inspections. The wafers

could dlt be pulled apart, and dl channel leakage has been observed. Figure 4.3

illustrates a 3-D schematic of the complete device.
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4.3.2 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is presented in Figure 4.5. Flow through a micro-device was

generated and controlled using a syringe pump (PHD 1000 Programmable, Harvard

Apparatus, Inc., MA) which injected a suspension via fused silica capillary tubing

(Upchurch Scientific, WA). The inlet and outlet of the device were connected to the

capillary tubing using microtight tubing sleeves (Upchurch Scientific, WA).

Experiments were performed at 23°C. The suspension was delivered at a constant flow

rate into the micro-device and collected from the outlet tubing. To generate a high-

gradient ac field (1 kHz for most experiments) inside a channel, electrodes in an array

(Figure 4.1 ) were alternatively energized with a voltage amplifier (Model A800, FLC

Electronics AB, Sweden) and grounded, and the silicon wafer was grounded.
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The suspension flow in the channel was visualized and recorded using a

microscope equipped with an image acquisition unit (DEI-750D, Optronics, CA), which

was connected to a computer. On images acquired through the channel top, the Al203

particles appeared as dark spots whereas aluminum electrodes appeared as white stripes.

The changes of the distribution of the gray level (GL) along the channel on black & white

images were used to estimate the longitudinal distribution of the particles. The GL of a

pixel, defined as the relative local brightness, have a maximum range from 0 (black) to

155 (white). The detailed procedure of using the V1S1LOG-5 (Noesis, Inc.) image

analysis software for measuring GL was described in Section 3.1.

The magnitude of (GL0-GL) with GL0 being the initial value was considered as

representing the amount of the particles that had segregated on the electrodes under the

action of an electric filed. The longitudinal variation of (GL 0-GL) along a rectangular box

surrounding the whole electrode was measured in order to characterize the dln-

uniformity of the steady-state particle distribution in the flow direction. For the cases

where the electrodes were arranged parallel to the flow, snapshots of 4 successive

sections of the micro-channel starting from the inlet area were combined, thereby having

the length of a box for the GL measurement of about 1000p1m . To reduce the fluctuations

in the data, a sliding averaging of the readings was performed over a length of 10um

along the channel axis. For channels with perpendicular arrangement of the electrodes

with respect to the flow, the GL variation along the length of the channel was obtained by

measuring (GL0-GL) on each electrode separately.

Notice substantial limitations of using the magnitude of GL for the estimation of

the amount of segregated particles. Specifically, GL measurements do dlt distinguish
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between a single and multiple layers of the segregated particles on the portion of an

electrode that is being analyzed.

4.3.3 Suspension Properties

The suspension consists of a fraction of sieved aluminum oxide spherical particles AL-

601, 99.9%, AEE, NJ, suspended in Dioctyl Terephthalate, 98%, Aldrich Chemical Co.

This suspending fluid was chosen to match the refraction index of the Pyrex glass. The

particle density is 3.75 g/cm3. The density and viscosity of Dioctyl Terephthalate are 0.98

g/cm3 and 76.0 cp at 13°C, respectively. The particle size distribution on a number basis

(Figure 4.6 ) was measured with a Beckman-Coulter laser diffraction particle size

analyzer LS 130. The average radius a of the particles is 1.36um , and 80% of the

particles have radii between 0.59 and 2.121im (Figure 4.6 ).

Figure 4.6 The particle size distribution of the suspension, measured in the Beckman
Coulter LS230 and then used in the computations .
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As was demonstrated in Chapter 3, the field dependence of the particle polarizability, p ,

appears to be independent of the field strength up to several kV/mm typical of

dielectrophoresis applications. Hence, an approach utilizing low-strength fields for

measuring 13 was employed. To this end, the complex dielectric permittivities of the

suspending fluid, E; , and suspensions, E: , with cps 1, 5,10,15 (vlv)% were measured in

the range of frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 7 MHz on a broadband dielectric spectrometer

(BDS-80, Novocontrol, GmBH), utilizing a standard technique of dielectric spectroscopy

for low-fields (-4 V/mm). Then, the Maxwell—Wagner expression was employed for a

suspension of randomly distributed spherical particles (Dukhin et al., 1974, Russel et al.,

to calculate 13 . For the range of frequencies, 0.1-1 kHz,

used in the experiments, Re(r3) = 0.35 , and the dielectric constant of Dioctyl

Terephthalate, Eft , is 2.95.

4.4 Experimental Data and Comparison with Simulations

Experiments were conducted on microfluidics of all configurations and electrode widths

and spacings shown in Figure 4.1. A micro-device was initially filled with a pure liquid.

Then, following the application of a voltage, the suspension was introduced into the

channel. The flow rate was taken as 0.02 l/min giving for the average fluid velocity

U a =18.5tm/s and for the average fluid residence time T = 170 s. For presented

experiments, the Reydllds numbers for the fluid flow and for the relative particle motion,
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Figure 4.7 (a) Cross-section of the microfluidics which passes through the centers of the
grounded (G) and energized (E) electrodes . Pyrex glass cover 1 is on the top, silicon
layer 3 is on the bottom, and Si02 insulating layer 2 is on the top of the Silicon (b)
Boundary conditions used in the field calculation, (c) Distribution of the non-
dimensionalized square of the magnitude of the electric field in the cross-section of the
micro-channel for 10,um electrodes.
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Furthermore, because of the symmetry and periodicity of the electrode array, the electric

field was computed only for a rectangular box which is bounded by two insulating

vertical boundaries (by symmetry) passing through the centers of the neighboring

energized and grounded electrodes and by the grounded bottom boundary with the silicon

wafer (Figure 4.7). The dielectric constants of the Si02 layer and the glass are Esio2 = 3.9

and 6glass = 5 . Due to a large thickness, vanishing of the vertical component of the

electric field at infinity was taken as the boundary condition for the glass cover (Figure

4.7(b)). Simulations were performed using a finite element code from a library of C++

subroutines DIFFPACK (Langtangen, 1999). The distribution of the field strength in a

channel with 10 - um electrodes is depicted in Figure 4.7(c). Notice the appearance of

two regions of the highest field strength, a large one near the energized electrode and a

small one near the edge of the grounded electrode, and a large region of its lowest

strength above the center of the grounded electrode. Hence, the application of an electric

field to the flowing suspension should cause the positively polarized particles to

segregate mainly on the edges of the energized electrodes. The distributions of the field

strength in channels with 5 - pt,m and 2 - ism electrodes are similar to that presented in

Figure 4.7(c), but the field strength decays faster with distance from the electrodes for

smaller electrodes. Recall that the solution of Laplace's equation for an array of

alternatively energized and grounded electrodes is kdlwn to decay exponentially with

distance from the array over a characteristic length comparable to the electrode width.

For experimental conditions, the dielectrophoretic force, Equation (1.19) (Chapter 1), was

smaller than the gravity force in the upper part of the channel cross section but

significantly exceeded it close by the electrodes (- d ), giving for G , Equation (3.6)
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Chapter 3), values varying from 3.10 -4 for 2 — j_tm electrodes to 5.10 -3 for 10 —

electrodes. Calculated from Equation (4.1) the critical field strength, 0.1 kV/mm for a

0.1(v/v)% suspension, was smaller than the field strength in a region near the electrodes

(-. d) so that the particles were forced to aggregate there.

To simulate the field-induced particle segregation following the application of an

electric field at t=0, solved Equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.6) were solved for each of N

dln-interacting particles. The magnitudes of the particle radii were randomly assigned

based on the particle size distribution (Section 4.3.3). The model calculations required dl

fitting parameters because the particle polarizability measured in a low-strength field was

used (Section 4.3.3). The micro-devices (Figure 4.1) were designed so that the

dielectrophoretic and gravity forces in Equation (3.1) were directed dlrmal to the channel

axis. In this case, the relative particle velocity, u — o f , has two components in the xy

plane for channels having electrodes parallel to the flow (Figure 4.1) and only one

component in the y direction for channels having electrodes perpendicular to the flow

(Figure 4.1). In line with experiments, it was considered that there were dl particles in

the channel at t=0. For channels having electrodes arranged parallel to the flow, the

particle motions were computed for a rectangular box bounded by two planes passing

parallel to the yz plane along the center lines of two neighboring grounded electrodes. A

particle leaving the box through one of its longitudinal sides was replaced by adlther

particle that simultaneously entered the box through the other side at a mirror point. For

channels having electrodes arranged perpendicular to the flow, the particle motions were

computed only for the yz cross section of the channel. Particles located on the top and

the bottom of the channel were dlt allowed to exit the channel, so that their outward
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vertical velocity components were ignored. Once a particle came to the electrode edges it

was considered to be trapped and its further displacement was not computed. Particles

entered the box through the inlet cross section, z = 0 , at a point with randomly taken y

and x coordinates. The entrance time was randomly assigned to each particle from the

interval 0 .. t temp . The numerical procedure used to solve Equations (3.1) and (3.2),

which requires the calculation of VE.,2 s at any point, was described in (Dussaud et al.,

2000). Simulations were performed using a finite element code from a library of C++

subroutines DIFFPACK (Langtangen, 1999). A typical simulation included N = 1000

particles for channels having the electrodes parallel the flow and 2000 particles for

channels having the electrodes perpendicular to the flow These numbers are close to the

full amount of suspended particles, — THwU a t emp vp , that in actual experiments entered

a micro-channel through the inlet cross section having the width w equal to that of the

computational box used for simulations.

The photos in Figure 4.8 (a) — (d) illustrate the kinetics of the particle segregation

along a part of the channel with energized 10 —u,m electrodes following the application

of an electric field, 20 Vrms , kHz, to a flowing suspension for parallel and

perpendicular electrode configuration.
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For comparison, Figures 4.9(a) — 4.9(d) show the results for the simulations of the

particle motions under the same conditions as those for Figure 4.8, as would be observed

through the channel top (ice., only their x- and z- coordinates) in the region between the

centers of two neighboring grounded electrodes for parallel arrangement of the

electrodes, and in the region which includes first 6 pairs of the grounded and energized

electrodes for the perpendicular arrangement of the electrodes.
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Figure 4.8(a) correspond to the time when there are dl particles in the channel. At early

times after the introduction of particles into the channel and application of the field,

particles are seen to have moved towards the edges of the high-voltage electrode Figure

4.8(b) consistent with the simulations shown in Figure 4.9(b). After 3 min, a significant

decrease in the number of particles was dlted in the region between the electrodes and

over the grounded electrodes Figure 4.8(c) very similar to that predicted in Figure 4.9(c).

Finally, particles were found to form thin layers on the edges of the energized electrodes

Figures 4.8(d)-4.9(d).

The photos presented in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the spatial distribution of

the particles which have been collected during 15 min in channels with the 10 — 	 ,

5 — um , and 2 — um electrodes for the both array configurations. As expected, the

majority of the particles segregated in the channels with the 10 — pm electrodes are

located on the energized electrodes. This selectivity lower, however, for the channels

with the 5 — m electrodes, especially for the case of the electrode array arranged

perpendicular to the flow, for which a sizable portion of the particles were trapped on the

grounded electrodes. Photos in Figure 4.10(a),(b) demonstrate that the arrangement of the

10 — gm and 5 — um electrodes parallel to the flow enables one to position the particles

that have segregated on the energized electrodes closer to their edges. However, for the

perpendicular case Figure 4.11(a),(b) a sizable portion of these particles appear to spread

over the whole electrode. The perpendicular configuration of the electrode array also

promotes the formation of multi-particle aggregates spanning the neighboring energized

and grounded electrodes. The amount of particles trapped in the channels decreases

sharply with a reduction in the electrode size and spacing for both types of the electrode
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arrangement and nearly no particles were collected in the channel with the 2 —

electrodes arranged perpendicular to the flow (Figure 4.11(c)). A small population of the

particles collected in the channels with the array of the 2 — 	 electrodes arranged

parallel to the flow appear to be distributed nearly at random, mainly forming large

aggregates which cover several energized and grounded electrodes (Figure 4.10(c)).
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Based on Equation (1.19) for the dielectrophoretic force, one may expect that the

use of smaller microelectrodes should benefit the precise and controlled manipulation of

the particles because this force increases rapidly with decreasing d for the same

magnitude of the field strength given that VE ~ E 2 . In contrast, the photos in

Figures 4.10, 4.11 clearly demonstrate that the precision in positioning the particles on

the energized electrodes for both types of the electrode array arrangement decreases as

the electrode size and spacing between them are reduced due to the presence of multi-

particle aggregates covering several electrodes. To avoid the formation of such

aggregates caused by the interparticle dipolar interactions, the dipole-dipole force, Fad ,

between two particles, one located on the grounded electrode and the other on the

neighboring energized electrode, should be significantly smaller than the

dielectrophoretic force, Equation (1.19), exerted on these particles. Using the expression

for Add (Khusid and Acrivos, 1995), it was obtained that in order to meet this requirement

the spacing between the electrodes d should satisfy the following inequality:

where a is the particle radius. The photos in Figures 4.10,4.11 indicate the significance of

for the 10 — gm electrode size and spacing,

whereas Add /Adep ~ 0.7 for the 2 	 electrode size and spacing. Adlther requirement

follows from the fact that the field strength gradient should be sufficiently large over the

whole cross section of the channel in order for the particles to move towards the electrode

array. Therefore, the electrode size and spacing (d)-to-the channel height (H) ratio, d/H,

should dlt be too small, otherwise the dielectrophoretic force within the bulk of the
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channel will dlt be of sufficient strength to move the particles over an appreciable

distance. This is consistent with the observed significant reduction in the amount of

collected particles for the 2 — gm electrodes (dJH=O.07) as contrasted with that for the

10 — gm electrodes (d/H=0.3) (Figures 4.10, 4.11).

Now consider the extent to which the predictions of the single-particle model,

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) in Chapter 3, can be relied on. Depicted in Figure 4.11 are the

computational results for the longitudinal variation of the fraction of the particles trapped

on the electrodes under the same conditions as those for photos.
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Figure 4.12 Longitudinal variation of captured particles computed in simulations and
plotted as a percentage of total number of particles. (a) Parallel electrode configuration,
electrode size from top to bottom: 10 p.m, 5 pm, 2 pm. (b) Perpendicular electrode
configuration, electrode size from top to bottom: 10 pm, 5 p.m, 2 p.m
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Computational data are presented in accord with the image analysis procedure

(Section 3.1A). Specifically for the electrode array perpendicular to the flow, the number

of particles segregated on each energized electrode was computed, and divided by the

total number of the particles, and then plotted the result against the electrode number. For

the electrode array parallel to the flow, the number of the particles segregated over the

10 — pm length of the energized electrode was calculated, and divided by the total

number of particles, and plotted the result against the electrode length. In line with the

experimental results, the simulations predict that the amount of the trapped particles

decreases sharply in the entrance region and then slowly decreases further away from the

inlet, fluctuating due to the relatively small population of the particles captured on a

micron-scale area of the channel. Both the experimental and computational data show

that the amount of the particles trapped at the same distance from the channel inlet

decreases with a reduction in the electrode size and spacing.

The quantitative assessment of the theoretical predictions was conducted only for

channels equipped with the 10 —um and 5 -- pm electrodes because most of the trapped

particles formed multi-particle aggregates in channels with the 2 — um electrodes. The

least-squares line method was used to compare the integral

fraction of the particles Paz) to have traveled beyond a certain length of an energized

electrode for the array arranged parallel to the flow or a certain number of an energized

electrode for the array arranged perpendicular to the flow. This procedure enabled us to

compare experimental and computational data in regions having a relatively low

population of the trapped particles by reducing substantially the data fluctuations. The
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comparison was conducted without using data from first three energized electrodes from

the inlet for the perpendicular arrays and first 100 — gm from the parallel arrays due to

the fact that large amount of particles trapped in those regions covered more than a single

layer. As can be seen from Aigure 4.13 away from the channel inlet, the relation

is satisfied with relatively large values of the correlation

coefficient R 2 . This demonstrates that the predictions of the single-particle model for the

particle accumulation on the electrodes are in a reasonable agreement with experimental

data when the channel characteristics meet the requirements given by Equations (4.2) and

(4.3). The prediction of the particle aggregation patterns on the electrodes is well beyond

the scope of this model.
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4.5 Conclusions and Main Results

Employing batch processes, 150 mechanically robust and chemically inert

dielectrophoretic microfluidics were fabricated on a 4" silicon wafer. The developed

techdllogy is well suited for manufacturing multi-channel micro-devices and their

integration into a higher-level system able to handle a flow rate by three orders of

magnitude larger. The ac-field-induced motion and segregation of the positively

polarized particles in a dilute suspension flowing through a micro-channel were studied

experimentally and theoretically. Experiments were conducted on dielectrophoretic

microfluidics equipped with electrodes of different sizes arranged parallel and

perpendicular to the flow. Microfluidics were operated in the regime of the particle

heterogeneous aggregation to prevent the field-induced structuring of the particles in the

bulk of a channel. The simulations of the particle motions and their segregation required

dl fitting parameters because the suspension properties were measured independently.

It was demonstrated that the particles which segregated in the channel form multi-

particle aggregates spanning neighboring ground and energized electrodes as long as their

dipolar interactions become comparable with the dielectrophoretic force exerted on these

particles. This imposes certain limitations, Equation (4.3), on the particle-to-the electrode

sizes and spacings ratio in order to position the particles in the pre-selected locations of a

micro-device, in contrast to the expectation that the miniaturization of microelectrodes

should benefit the precise and controlled manipulation of the particles. Aurthermore, the

electrodes should dlt be very small in comparison with the channel height, for otherwise,

the dielectrophoretic force which drives the particles towards the electrodes is dlt
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sufficiently large over the whole channel cross section. When the device characteristics

meet certain requirements, Equations (4.2) and (4.3), the theoretical predictions for the

variation of the amount of the segregated particles along the channel were found to be

quantitatively consistent with experimental data in a region away from the inlet, in which

the particle population is relatively small. Combined with testing the predictions for the

particle accumulation with time in a millimeter-scale channel (Chapter 3), this completes

the experimental validation of a theory for the kinetics of dielectrophoretic phedlmena in

a flowing dilute suspension.

The results of these studies provide the basic characteristics of the ac-field-driven

particle motions and segregation in a micro-channel and validate a simulation procedure

needed for the design and operation of dielectrophoretic micro-fluidics.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Dissertation Conclusions

The main goal of the presented research was to study experimentally and

theoretically the motion and aggregation of highly polarizable particles in dilute

suspensions subject to high-gradient ac electric fields. The theoretical predictions for the

field-induced positive dielectrophoresis and phase transitions were tested in millimeter-

and micrometer-scale channels. The model calculations required dl fitting parameters

because the suspension properties were determined independently.

Aor millimeter scale devices, the conditions under which a suspension of

positively polarizable particles will undergo a heterogeneous aggregation following the

application of a high-gradient strong ac field (~ several V/mm) were specified

theoretically, and then the field-induced particle motions and pattern formation in very

dilute suspensions under these conditions were examined experimentally. In addition, to

prevent the gravitational settling of the particles, a setup in which the electric chamber

was kept slowly rotating around a horizontal axis along with a special technique to

energize the electrodes was developed, and a single-particle model was used for the

simulations of the field-induced particle motions. Also, the real part of the complex value

of the particle polarization, which is required for the calculation of the dielectrophoretic

force, was measured in a spatially uniform low-strength field (— V/mm).

The predictions of the single-particle model for the kinetics of the particle

accumulation on the electrodes were found to be in a reasonable agreement with

108
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experimental data. This demonstrates that the value of the particle polarization measured

in low fields can be used for describing the particle motions in strong fields. However,

even in an initially very dilute suspension, interparticle interactions were found to govern

the formation of arrays of bristles along the electrode edges. The experiments suggested

the existence of a two-step mechanism for the formation of the arrays of bristles along the

electrode edges, which arose from the interplay of the dielectrophoretic force that

confined the particles near the electrode edge and the dipolar interactions of nearby

particles.

The slow rotating electric chamber which has been developed makes feasible

electro-hydrodynamic experiments on suspensions with particles heavier than the

suspending fluid. This significantly extends the choice of suspension constituents which

can be used in the experiments because it allows for a much broader variation of the

polarization mismatch between the particles and the suspending fluid than is possible if

only suspensions containing neutrally buoyant particles are used.

Aor micro-scale devices, the ac-field-induced motion and segregation of the

positively polarized particles in a dilute suspension flowing through a micro-channel

were studied experimentally and theoretically. It was demonstrated that the particles

which segregated in the channel form multi-particle aggregates spanning neighboring

ground and energized electrodes as long as their dipolar interactions become comparable

with the dielectrophoretic force exerted on these particles. This imposes certain

limitations, Equation (4.3), on the particle-to-the electrode size and interelectrode spacing

ratio in order to position the particles in the pre-selected locations of a micro-device, in

contrast to the expectation that the miniaturization of microelectrodes should benefit the
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precise and controlled manipulation of the particles. Aurthermore, the electrodes width

and spacing should dlt be very small in comparison with the channel height, for

otherwise, the dielectrophoretic force which drives the particles towards the electrodes is

dlt sufficiently large over the whole channel cross section. When the device

characteristics meet certain requirements, the theoretical predictions for the variation of

the amount of the segregated particles along the channel were found to be quantitatively

consistent with experimental data in a region away from the inlet, in which the particle

population is relatively small.

Combined with testing the predictions for the particle accumulation with time in a

millimeter-scale channeler, this completes the experimetal validation of a theory for the

kinetics of dielectrophoretic phedlmena in a flowing dilute suspension.

In summary, the results of presented studies (i) completed the experimental

testing of theoretical predictions for the kinetics of dielectrophoretic phedlmena in

flowing dilute suspensions, (ii) provided the basic characteristics of the ac-field-driven

particle motions and their segregation, and (iii) validated simulation procedures needed

for the design and operation of dielectrophoretic devices.



APPENDIX

In order to evaluate the effects of gravity on the particle motions and their segregation,

the experiments have been conducted in microgravity environment aboard the NASA

research aircraft. This document describes the experimental setup and procedures of the

microgravity experiments conducted at Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, 0H, and is

included in the dissertation with the permission of Prof. Andreas Acrivos.

TEST EQUIPMENT DATA PACKAGE

KC-135 Microgravity Aircraft Tests

1.0 Quick Reference Data Sheet

Principal Investigator:

Professor Andreas Acrivos

Contact Information:

The Levich Institute, Steinman Hall, TAM

The City College of New York / CUNY

140th Street and Convent Avenue, New York, NY 10031

Experiment Title:

Particle Segregation in a Flowing Concentrated Suspension Subject to High-Gradient

Strong Electric Fields

Flight Date: October 2002

Overall Assembly Weight (albs): 447 (267 +180)

Assembly Dimensions (Lx W x H): 48x44x32.5(in), 48x24x9

Equipment Orientation Requests: no special orientation required

Proposed Floor Mounting (Bolts/Studs or Straps): bolts
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Gas Cylinder Requests (Type and Quantity): dl gas cylinder required

Overboard Vent Requests (Yes or No): No

2.0 Flight Manifest

Dr. Boris Khusid, dl flight on KC-135

Mr. Nikolai Markarian, dl flight on KC-135

Dr. Anubhav Tripathi, dl flight on KC-135

Mr. Mike Yeksel, dl flight on KC-135

3.0 Experiment Background

0n the basis of the results of our theoretical studies and earth-based experiments [1-4],

we generated detailed requirements for low-gravity experiments. These experiments

should provide rigorous tests of theoretical predictions for the field-induced particle

motions and segregation in a gravity-free environment and better evaluate the effects of

gravity-induced flows in ground-based experiments. The short-term KC-135 test project

will constitute a basis for a long-term microgravity project.

4.0 Experiment Description

In the KC-135 experiments, a suspension of polarizable particles will be flowing through

the Microgravity Dielectrophoretic Alow Device (MDAD) (also referred as a Rotating

Chamber) in which it will be exposed to a high-gradient AC electric field. The data to be

obtained will be crucial for the development of a theoretical model of electric-field-
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driven phedlmena in a flowing suspension. Aor comparison, we will conduct similar

experiments in dlrmal gravity environment.

5.0 Equipment Description

The MDAD (Rotating Chamber) includes an electric chamber rotating at 4 rpm to prevent

the sedimentation of suspending particles during a gravity part of a flight parabola.

In experiments, we will use two suspensions which exhibit positive and negative

dielectrophoresis and, correspondingly, demonstrate different segregation patterns. 0ne

of them is a suspension of hollow ceramic spheres (AVEKA) (53-63µm) dispersed in

Mazola corn oil (incompressible fluid under test conditions with

cp at 13°C), whereas the other is a suspension of aluminum oxide (Al203) particles

Only 30 ml of

each suspension will be used to fill in the Rotating Chamber for one run.

The components of the unit [1] are bolted to an Aluminum 6061-T6 Plate (W24"xL48")

which will be fastened to the aircraft floor. The weight of the plate with the attached

components is 180 lbs

[2] Experimental Box:
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Components of the HV Power Supply Plate are secured using Aluminum 6061-T6 plates

and AN steel and Alloy steel bolts 10/31 " in diameter . (see Drawings at the end of this

document for details).

Load on HV Amplifier fastened to the Power Supply Plate (see Drawings at the end

of this document for detailed dimensions)

Aor Alloy Steel 10-31 screws :

Tensile Ultimate Stress



9g load in positive X direction :

Note: 0nly the bottom 6 Alloy Steel fasteners are considered.

Addition of the top fasteners will only strengthen the assembly, therefore they are

igdlred.
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If safety factors calculated by this method prove unsatisfactory, the top fasteners will be

considered in a revision of this analysis.



The HV amplifier is fastened by 6 of the 10-32 Alloy Steel screws.

Maximum Shear Reaction Load:

Rs max = P/6 = 761b
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Total loads per bolts in this case are much less than in 9g loading regimes in X and Y

directions. So, the safety margins will be greater.



Note: 0nly the bottom 4 Alloy Steel fasteners are considered.

Addition of the top fasteners will only strengthen the assembly, therefore they are

igdlred.

If safety factors calculated by this method prove unsatisfactory, the top fasteners will be

considered in a revision of this analysis.



This loads per-bolt are less than previously considered HV amplifier assembly loads,

therefore, the safety margins will be greater.
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Note: Only the bottom 4 Alloy Steel fasteners are considered.

Addition of the top fasteners will only strengthen the assembly, therefore they are

ignored. If safety factors calculated by this method prove unsatisfactory, the top fasteners

will be considered in a revision of this analysis.

This loads per-bolt are less than previously considered HV amplifier assembly loads,

therefore, the safety margins will be greater.
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Total loads per bolts in this case are much less than in 9g loading regimes in X and Y

directions. So, the safety margins will be greater.

6.3.2 Experimental Box

All of the components mounted in the Experimental Box were pull-tested and qualified

to withstand 9g load in positive and negative X and Y directions, 6g in negative Z, and

2g in positive Z direction. See Drawings at the end of this document for details.

Stress Analysis of the Experimental Box:

Load on the "Aoot-Print" Strips.

The "Aoot-Print" Strips are fastened to the air-plane floor by six 3/8" aircraft bolts.

Material values for alloy steel 3/8" bolts will be used.

Because the bolts used are stronger than alloy steel 3/8" bolts, the safety margins

calculated will dlt be negatively affected.

For Alloy Steel 3/8" bolts:

Tensile Ultimate Stress
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The load per bolt is less or equal to one considered above, therefore the safety margins

for this case will be greater.
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x

9g load in positive or negative Y direction:

The Weight of the experimental box is 250 lb.

P = 9W = 9*150 = 1150 lb

Maximum Shear Reaction Load:

R.= P/8 = 181 lb

Maximum Tensile Reaction Load:

Pld.	  1150*15*39
= 118 lbRT =

= 4(1 2 + 39 2 )n d

The load per bolt is less or equal than the load in X direction considered above, therefore

the safety margins for this case will be greater.

2g load in positive Z direction:

P = 1W =2*150= 500 lb

Maximum Tensile Reaction Load:
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The load per bolt in this case are much less than in 9g loading regimes in X and Y

directions. So, the safety margins will be greater.

6g load in negative Z direction is qualified by pull-test. (see Pull Test Results)

Load on bolts connecting box walls.

The box walls are 0.5" acrylic plates weighing 37.5 lb each. They are connected to each

other and the bottom with fifteen '4" grade 8 bolts on each wall. (total of 60 bolts)

Material values for alloy steel 1/4" bolts will be used.

Because the bolts used are stronger than alloy steel 3/8" bolts, the safety margins

calculated will dlt be negatively affected
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The box is symmetrical with respect to X and Y, therefore only one case of 9g

loading in Y direction will be considered

The Weight of the 4 walls is 150 lb.

P = 9W = 9* 150 = 1350 lb

Maximum Shear Reaction Load:

Rs max = P/30 = 45 lb

Maximum Tensile Reaction Load:

1350*18*16AT= 	
n 

d2  	 = 611b
2(6 2 +11 2 +16 2 +21 2 +26 2 )+2(3 2 + (7 .5) 2 +15 2 +(22.5) 2 +30 2 )

The per-bolt load is much less than in the case of experimental box to "foot-print" strip

connection, and the bolts used in calculation are the same.

Therefore, the safety factors for bolt loads will be greater.

Aor 0.5" Acrylic Sheet:
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6.4 Finite Element Analysis of the Acrylic Box

Introduction

An analysis was necessary to determine whether the equipment housing's acrylic walls

would remain intact if all the experimental equipment became unfastened and struck one

of the acrylic walls with an acceleration nine times that of gravity at sea level (32.2 ft/s 2).

The equipment's mass (45 ibm) and the gravitational acceleration (289.8 ft/s2) were used

to calculate the force that would be applied to one acrylic wall (405 lbt). This force was

applied uniformly across the smallest acrylic wall (31"x30"), which under a uniform

force would experience the maximum pressure (Table 8.4).
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Materials and Methods

The front acrylic wall was modeled using the Pro/Engineer CAD software. The

Pro/ENG1NEER software was chosen because of its capabilities for creating detailed

solid components, creating photo realistic renderings, and its ease in association with

various Ainite Element Analysis (FEAR) Software [6]. The AEA static analysis was

conducted with The Pro/MECHANICA software package. Pro/Mechanica was selected

because it allows proper simulation of our static load case as well as providing a means to

check our results with its multipass convergence algorithms [6]. Acrylic Material

properties were applied to our CAD drawing (Table 8.5) [7].



Table 6.5 General Purpose Molded Acrylic Material Properties
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Constraints were applied to the screw holes to simulate the bolts holding the

acrylic walls together. A pressure (405 lbf) was then applied uniformly along the front

acrylic wall to simulate a worst-case scenario of all the equipment crashing against one

wall (Aigure 4).



Results and Discussion

The Pro/Mechanica Stress results (Aigure 5) show convergence of data points; therefore,

the stress values attained could be considered accurate. The maximum stress (1.0291 psi)

experienced under loading is much less than the yield strength (10660 psi) of the acrylic

material.
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The Pro/Mechanica Displacement results (Aigure 6) show convergence of data

points; therefore, the displacement values attained could be considered accurate. The

maximum displacement (1.9638*109) experienced under loading is very small and could

be considered approximately zero.
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Conclusion

An analysis was conducted to determine whether the acrylic box's walls would remain

intact if the experimental equipment became unfastened and struck one of the acrylic

walls with an acceleration nine times that of gravity at sea level (31.2 ft/s2). The

Pro/Engineer CAD software was used to model the front acrylic wall, and the AEA static

analysis was conducted with The Pro/MECHANICA software package. The maximum

stress (1.0291 psi) experienced under loading is much less than the yield strength (10660

psi) of the acrylic material. The maximum displacement (1.9638*10 -9) experienced under

loading is very small and could be considered approximately zero. Therefore, we

conclude that the acrylic walls of the equipment housing will not fail under extreme

conditions.
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7.0 Electrical Analysis

7.1 Wiring Schematic

An electrical diagram of the experiment is presented in Electrical Diagram (at the end of

this document). The blow-off current corresponds to 1.llmax where Imax is the

maximum current through a protected unit. The voltage signal between the DV

Amplifier and rotating chamber is 4 kV at 100 Hz, DV Amplifier output current range is

0 +1- 40 mA, it is auto regulated and the limits on the current between the rotating

chamber and HY amplifier can be set within this range [8]. Wires, which are carrying

electric signal from DV amplifier to Rotating Chamber are secured in the braided shield

cable, which protects personal from an electrical hazard and reduces the interference to

the aircraft systems. Multi-meter measures the output signal from the HV Amplifier.

This measurement is made by hard-wired connection in order to control the high voltage

signal, which goes to the rotating chamber.

7.2 Load Tables

Only one power source is used to run the experiment from an aircraft power distribution

panel. Power strip 2 is used to distribute the power between Aunction generator, DV

Amplifier, Multi-meter, and Power Strip 1, where Pump, Light Source, Step motor

controller, and Camera are plugged in. Power Strip 2 uses a 14 AWG extension cord and

has a 10 A circuit breaker. The power source details are given in the table 7.1
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A Main Power Off kill switch is located on the Power Strip on the Power Supply Plate

(Aigure 8), which will shut down all electrical connections to the equipment.

There will be dl damage to the equipment in the event of an unexpected power loss.

8.0 Pressure/Vacuum System Documentation Requirements

No pressure/vacuum system used. The liquids used in the test are incompressible under

the test conditions. In order to prevent building high-pressure inside the acrylic box, it

contains holes of 1" diameter.

9.0 Laser Certification

No laser system used

10.0 Parabola Details and Crew Assistance

This experimental program requires a week of flights with 30 parabolas in each. The time

needed for a single parabola experiment is around 10-15 seconds. The gravity levels

should be as low as possible. During each parabola, one run of experiments will be



conducted. The field-induced particle motions and segregation will be recorded with a

digital camera.
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Flight Research Hazard Analysis

KC-135 Micro-gravity aircraft program

Experiment Title: The Synergism of Electrorheological Response, Dielectrophoresis,

and Shear-Induced Diffusion in Alowing Suspensions

Hazard 1:

Electric hazard can be produced due to a shorted power circuit of a commercial or a

custom-built electric device.

Causes:

Possible cause is a failure of an electric device, which can occur because of the

mechanical impact, component aging, excessive moisture in the environment, or a higher

than dlrmal AC applied voltage.

Controls:

An electric fuse is installed in each key component. The Model 10/40 is protected against

over-voltage or/and over-current conditions that may be generated by active loads or by

output short circuits to ground. This protection is ensured by either Trip 0ff or Current

Limit upon reaching a panel adjustable current set value, or an automatic internal power

monitor and limit function. In addition, an electric fuse is installed in a power strip used

to connect all the electric devices with the external AC power line. All the enclosures and

handles are grounded. Wires, which are carrying electric signal from DV amplifier to

Rotating Chamber are secured in the braided shield cable

Risk Assessment

Severity Category: 1V 	 Probability Level: C 	 Risk Assessment: acceptable

Code: 10
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Alight Research Dazard Analysis

KC-135 Micro-gravity aircraft program

Experiment Title: The Synergism of Electrorheological Response, Dielectrophoresis,

and Shear-Induced Diffusion in Alowing Suspensions

Hazard 2:

Electrical hazard can be produced due to a shorted high-voltage circuit. This can happen

if a suspension in the chamber is electrically broken. This will lead to a short-time high

current which will immediately activate the protection action of the high-voltage

amplifier.

Causes:

There are three possible causes for failure:

(1) The presence of large air bubbles in a suspension.

(2) The applied voltage is too high (>5kV).

Controls:

Remove bubbles from suspensions when loading.

Preset a low current level of the high voltage amplifier (follow the pre- in- flight

procedure).

Perform the emergency shut down procedure (Turn off the Main Power of the

experiment)

Risk Assessment

Severity Category: 1I1	 Probability Level: D	 Risk Assessment: acceptable

Code: 14
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Flight Research Hazard Analysis

KC-135 Micro-gravity aircraft program

Experiment Title: The Synergism of Electrorheological Response, Dielectrophoresis,

and Shear-Induced Diffusion in Alowing Suspensions

Hazard 3:

Electrical shock from the cable which connects the electrodes to a +1- 4000 volt

amplifier. Such a shock could result in severe injury.

Causes:

Contact with the end of the cable where it is connected to the electrodes of the rotating

chamber while the amplifier is enabled.

Controls:

The cable used in the experiment is a special Digh - Voltage 0utput assembly supplied

by manufacturer of the DV amplifier [8]

The end of the cable, which is connected to the electrodes of the rotating chamber, is

secured in the Experimental Box. The box will be closed at all time during the flight.The

DV amplifier is turned on only after the lid of the Experimental Box is closed. The Power

Supply Plate and the Experimental Box should be fixed right next to each other, so that

the length of the cable that connects the electrodes of the rotating chamber to the DV

amplifier will be minimized. Wires, which are carrying electric signal from DV amplifier

to Rotating Chamber are secured in the braided shield cable
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Flight Research Hazard Analysis

KC-135 Micro-gravity aircraft program

Experiment Title: The Synergism of Electrorheological Response, Dielectrophoresis,

and Shear-Induced Diffusion in Alowing Suspensions

Hazard 4:

Oil leak from the rotating chamber flow system. In micro gravity conditions, an oil

droplet could form, get out of the Experimental box, and interfere with experimental

equipment or personnel.

Causes:

a) Aailure of silicon tubing or disconnection of barbed dlzzle connection due to pinching

of the tubing.

b) Leaking rubber gasket

Controls:

The experimental box encloses the rotating chamber so oil droplet most likely splatters

on the side or the bottom of the box. The rubber gasket is inspected every flight day. If

replacement is needed, spare gaskets are available for each flight day. The experiment

shut-down procedure is implemented if a leak occurs.

Risk Assessment:

Severity Category: 1V 	 Probability level: E 	 Risk Assessment: acceptable
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13.0 Tool Requirements

Tools to bring to the Reduced Gravity facility:

• Standard socket set

• Combination wrenches

• Assorted screwdrivers

• Allen wrenches

• Pliers and wire cutters

• Electrical equipment (portable hydrometer, magnetic stirrer)

• Beakers for loading/changing the suspension in the rotating camber

Tools to use on the airplane:

• Assorted screwdrivers for mounting the peristaltic pump inside the Experimental

Box, and closing the lid of the box.

14.0 Photo Requirements

Since we will be using a digital camcorder to record the suspension flow dl additional

photo equipment is requested.

15.0 Aircraft Loading

The experiment can be loaded on the aircraft with the fork lift and lifting pallet.

There are two assemblies should be loaded on the aircraft:

(1. The acrylic box with an experimental setup

(2) The aluminum plate with a high voltage power supply and a control system (Power
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Dollies are useful for moving them to and from the forklift in Building 101. The forklift

can be used to load them on the aircraft and 4 — 6 people can pick them up to carry to the

proper aircraft station. The Experimental Box and Power Supply Plate are both bolted

down with 3/8-14 UNA bolts (which will be supplied at GRC) in a square pattern (bolt

spacing of 10 inches). 6 bolts are required for the Experimental Box, and 6 bolts for

Power Supply Plate.

Aloor Loading:

16.0 Ground Support Requirements

Power 110V at 60Dz is required for ground testing of the setup.

Access to the machine shop is required, if available.

17.0 Hazardous Materials

No toxic, corrosive, explosive or flammable materials will be used during the flight

experiment.
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18.0 Experimental Procedure Documentation

Equipment Shipment to Glenn Research Center

The experimentalists will deliver the equipment by cargo van.

Ground Operations

After Removing the equipment from the cargo van very little work is required to set up

for the Test Readiness Review and Aircraft loading.

The facilities required at GRC are: access to 110 VAC and bench space for working on

the experiment modules.

Loading

The experiment can be loaded on the aircraft with the fork lift and lifting pallet

Dollies are useful for moving them to and from the forklift in Building 101. The forklift

can be used to load them on the aircraft and 4 — 6 people can pick them up to carry to the

proper aircraft station. The Experimental Box and Power Supply Plate are both bolted

down with 3/8-14 UNA bolts (which will be supplied by at GRC) in a square pattern (bolt

spacing of 10 inches). 6 bolts are required for the Experimental Box, and 6 bolts for

Power Supply Plate.

Pre-Flight

Morning setup prior to flight will require 45-60 minutes with 110 VAC power available

Pre-Alight Checklist

1. Mount peristaltic pump and test chamber with flight sample into Experiment Box.

2. Check armature connections on test chamber.

3. Connect electrical connectors to test chamber.
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4. Connect motor to test chamber.

5. Check test chamber tube fit.

6. Turn "0n" Main Power located on power strip on Power Supply Plate.

7. Turn 0n Digh Voltage (DV) amplifier on Power Supply Plate.

8. Turn "On" and check Arequency Generator on Power Supply Plate is functioning..

9. Check output (between 1000 — 4000V) on Digital Multimeter on Power Supply

Plate. Actual reading on Digital Multimeter 2-4V. Output divided on device by

1000

10. Check power in test experiment box. (Check power strip indicator lighten").

11. Check Light source, camera, and pump power "0n".

12. Check motor controller function.

13. Insert Camera tape (Change tape every flight).

14. Camera AOV check. Lock into position.

15. Turn "0ff' Digh Voltage Amplifier on Power Supply Plate.

16. Turn "Off' Main Power located on power strip on Power Supply Plate.

17. Close and seal experiment box.

The stepper motor, which controls the rotation of the chamber, is operated using a remote

control by one of the experimentalists.

Take-off/Landing

The only requirement for take-off and landing are storage space for magnetic stirrer and

closed beaker with the suspension.
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In-Flight

In 0ne gravity:

1. Turn "0n" Main Power located on power strip on Power Supply Plate.

2. Check Light source, camera, and pump power "0n".

3. Check/ test motor controller function "0n".

4. Turn On Digh Voltage (DV) amplifier on Power Supply Plate.

5. Check Arequency Generator on Power Supply Plate is functioning..

6. Check output (between 1000 — 4000V) on Digital Multimeter on Power Supply

Plate. Actual reading on Digital Multimeter 1-4V. Output divided on device by

1000.

7. Check camera recording; (Stays on through balance of flight all parabolas).

0n entering Zero gravity:

8. Bring test chamber into horizontal position using motor controller <A1>.

9. Unlock Digh Voltage lock out (PULL grey mushroomhead) On Digh Voltage

(DV) amplifier on Power Supply Plate.

10. Power Digh Voltage (WDITE Button) on Digh Voltage (DV) amplifier on Power

Supply Plate.

When Gravity returns to Aircraft:

11. Shut 0ff (L0CK) Digh Voltage lock out (PUSD grey mushroomhead) On Digh

Voltage (HV) amplifier on Power Supply Plate.

12. Restart test chamber rotation using motor controller <RUN - Al- 2-ENTER>.

Repeat Steps 8 through 11, cycling as time and parabolas allow.
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Inflight Shutdown Procedures

1. Turn "0ff' 0n Digh Voltage (DV) amplifier on Power Supply Plate.

2. Turn "0ff' Main Power located on power strip on Power Supply Plate.

3. Temp stow camera remote and motor control panel.

Emergency Shut Off Procedures

Turn "0ff' Main Power located on power strip on Power Supply Plate.

Flow system:

During the flight the suspension will be run in the close loop. It will be loaded into the

Rotating chamber before the take off and will be run for a couple of cycles to remove the

bubbles. There will be dl beaker in the Experimental Box. The suspension will be

circulated through a single silicone tubing (1.5' — 2' long). 0ne end of the tubing will be

connected to the inlet swivel and the other one to the outlet swivel. The amount of the

suspension in the chamber and tubing will be < 40 ml (Aigure 7). If pressure of the

system exceeds the maximum value of 15 psi, the oil leakage is likely to occur. (See

hazard 4). The value of 15 psi is derived from the maximum pressure ratings of the

tubing. (ref. Masterflex BioPharm Silicon Tubing Catalog, product number: EW-96410-

14.



The experiment can be rotated onto each of the 6 sides of the Experimental Box without

leaking the suspension from the rotating chamber.

Post-Flight

1 	 0pen the Experimental Box

2 	 Take out the pump, rotating chamber and the camcorder to prepare for the next

day

3 	 Dispose used suspension and prepare a new one for the next flight

Off-Loading

No special procedures required for off-loading. The experimental equipment will be

unloaded after the last day of the flight in same way it was loaded.
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Equipment Pull-test Worksheet/Report Project: Particle Segregation
	

Date: 9/4/02
Item Description: Video Camera & stand

Manufacturer: Panasonic Model No PV-DV950

Dimensions (in.) 1 : 4.0 x 4.0 x 20 Weight: 4.5 lb

Gauge Description: Digital force gauge

Manufacturer: Chatillon Model No.: DFIS-200

Serial No.: B39279 NASA Tag. 2050334

Cal. Date: 3/6/2002 Cal. Due: 3/6/2003

Notes, comments:
Camera is positioned at approx. Z = 15 in. This position will be taken as the
vertical C..

Case 1: L.F.2 	 9g_ Dir. Case 2: L.F.2 	 2___ Dir. 	 X
Target Load (lb): 40.5 Target Load (lb): 40.5

Max. load applied3: 43 Max. load applied3: Acid

Hold Time: Al-- Hold Time: IT EpAie .
Inspector (sign.): 44—. Inspector (sign.): /11C., tab.
Case 3: L.F.2 	 9Q 	 Dire. Case 4: L.F.2 	 90 	 Dirs. 	 -

Target Load (lb): 40.5 Target Load (lb): 40.5

Max, load applied: 44 Max. load applied: 4;
Hold Time: / 5- .C.P..c..i,\ 	 it ,,„ Hold Time: (5- vac,
Inspector (sign.): ..,/t.„, , /40kV...14 Inspector (sign.): 41.A.„ &„„e,a,.. 
Case 6: L.F.2 	 2q 	 Dire. 	 Up Case 6: L.F.2 	 6g 	 Dire. 	 An

Target Load (lb): 9.0 Target Load (lb): 27

Max. load applied: i2- Max. load applied: 52--
Hold Time: /5-- Hold Time: /5- Wer...., ,

.44-4_ AU2(2Inspector (sign.): .."14-t.... Inspector (sign.):
Length x Width x Height
toad Factor

3Optionai

Inspector (print name): 	Michael Dobbs 	7555/Z1N 	 M.S. 101-1

This report is not valid unless accompanied by signature of inspector.

Signature of inspector certifies that the minimum load applied over the specified hold time is equal
to or greater than the target load specified.

Loads must be applied at/through equipment Center of Gravity (CG), or corrected computationally
to CG.

Include a sketch on a separate sheet to, indicate coordinate axes employed and locations of force
application.
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Equipment Pull-test Worksheet/Report  Project: Particle Segregation
	

Date: 9/4/02
Item Description: Step motor controller
Manufacturer: IDC Model No.: SmartStep
Dimensions (in.)1 : 6.0 x 2.5 x 5.5 Weight: 2,7 lb

Gauge Description: Digital force gauge

Manufacturer: Chatillon Model No.: DF1S-200
Serial No.: 839279 NASA Tag: 2050334

Cal. Date: 3/6/2002 Cal. Aue: 3/6/2003

Notes, comments:
Pull tested to 9g in all horizontal directions to preserve orientation flexibility,

Case 1: L.F.2 	 Dir. Case 2: L.F.2 	 g 	 Dir. 	 -X

Target Load (lb): 24.3 Target Load (lb): 24.3

Max. load applied: 	3D 
/5- - - ,

Max. load applied:
Hold Time:

3a 	 I A.

LS See—.Hold Time:

Inspector (sign.): "Az,	 r Inspector (sign.):

Case 3: L.F.2 	 9g 	 Dire. 	 +Y Case 4: L.F.2 	 9q 	 Dir. 	 -
Target Load (lb): 24.3 Target Load (lb): 24.3

Max. load applied: SD lb Max. load applied 3 : 3 a il
Hold Time: i 	 rouge..,.. Hold Time: ( 5 SAc
Inspector (sign.): III, 	7, 11. L 0 Inspector (sign.): A, 	/	 itI.

Case 5: L.F.2 	 2g 	 Dir. 	 Up L,F. 	 6g 	 Dir.

Target Load (lb): 16.2
Max. load applied3:
Hold Time . Hold Time:

Inspector (sign.): % 4iI.„ 	 _4. Inspector (sign.):
Length x Width .x Height

2Load Factor
Optional

Inspector (print name) 	 Michael Dobbs 	 7555/Z1N 	 M.S. 101-1 

This report is not valid unless accompanied by signature of inspector.

Signature of inspector certifies that the minimum load applied over the specified hold time is equal
to or greater than the target load specified.

Loads must be applied at/through equipment Center of Gravity (CG), or corrected computationally
to CG.

Include a sketch on a separate sheet to indicate coordinate axes employed and locations of force
application.
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Equipment  Pull-test Worksheet/Report Project: Particle Segregation
	

Date: 9/4/02
Item Description: Light Source

Manufacturer: Merited Model No MHF-GI5OLR

Dimensions (in.)': 4.5 x 4.8 x 10 Weight: 8.4 lb

Gauge Description: Digital force gauge

Manufacturer: Chatilton Model No.: DF1S-200

Serial No.: B39279 NASA Tag: 2050334

Cal. Date: 3/6/2002 Cal. Due: 3/6/2003

Notes, comments:
Pull tested to 9g in all horizontal directions to preserve orientation flexibility.

Case 1: L.F.2 	 9g_ Dir. Case 2: L.F.2 	 9g 	 Dir.

Target Load (lb): 75.6 Target Load (lb): 75.6

Max. load applied : WO /J, Max. load applied': ________
Hold Time if 24k , Hold Time i S- gee.
Inspector (sign.): .4f-,.. Ylo,„ea. Inspector (sign.):

Case 3: L.F.2 	 9g_ Dirs. Case 4: L F. 	 9g 	 Dire. 	 -Y

Target Load (lb): 75,6 Target Load (lb): 75.6

Max. load applied  g.---0 	 /.,6 Max. load applied : 1013 	 {6

Hold Time E-e...- . Hold Time IC V.e.r.„,
Inspector (sign.) ,144.4 	 6e... Inspector (sign.). 4/4-t

Case 6: LF.2 	 2g 	 Dir. 	 Up Case 6: L.F.2 	 6g 	 Dir. 	 An

Target Load (lb): I6.8 Target Load (lb):

Max. load applied' .

50.4

'''''''	  `-.1\ 1/14 
Max. load applied : 2e) i 6
Hold Time: 	  IC Pee... 	

4ttt—KTIE

Hold Time:

Inspector (sign.):Inspector (sign.):
,Length x Width x Height
-Load Factor
3Optionai

Inspector (print name): 	 Michael Dobbs 	 7555/Z1N 	 M.S. 101-1

This report is not valid unless accompanied by signature of inspector.

Signature of inspector certifies that the minimum load applied over the specified hold time is equal
to or greater than the target load specified.

Loads must be applied at/through equipment Center of Gravity (CG), or corrected computationally
to CG.

Include a sketch on a separate sheet to indicate coordinate axes employed and locations of force
application.
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ErEquipment Pull-test Worksheet/Re ort Project: Pa isle Segregation
	

Date: 9/4/02
Item Description: Peristaltic pump

Manufacturer: Masterfiex Model No.: 7520-35

Dimensions (in.)': 5.0 x 6.5 x II.3 Weight: 13.7 lb

Gauge Description: Digital force gauge

Manufacturer: Chatillan Model No DFIS-200

Serial No.: 839279 NASA Tag: 2050334

Cal. Date: 3/6/2002 Cal. Due: 3/6/2003

Notes, comments:
Pull tested to 9g in all horizontal directions to preserve orientation flexibility.

..
Case 1: L.F.2 	 9q 	 Dir. 	 +X. Case 2: LF.2 	 9g 	 Dir.

Target Load (lb): I23. 3 Target Load (lb): I23.3

Max. load applied: i 2, 	 I id Max. load applied: infs.	1 f,
Hold Time 1 5' 2-itt . Hold Time / c ,4, . 

44... &AO,Inspector (sign.): 4/4..../%11,. Inspector (sign. .

Case 3: L. F.2 	 9c 	 Dir Case 4 LF.2 	 9g_ Dire.

Target Load (lb): 123.3 Target Load (lb): I23.3

Max. load applied: 110 )6 Max. load applied`: MC a,
Hold Time: / Cpkic Hold Time: (6- &se .
Inspector (Sign.): /144._ &AL Inspector (sign.): diel,i 404aN

Case 5: L. 	 2q 	 Dire 	 Up Case 6: L.F.2 	 6g_ Dire.

Target Load (lb): 27.4 Target Load (lb): 82.2

Max. load applied: 3Z> 	 I .6 A '
Max. load applied:

Hold Time:Hold Time: / S- w.$2.,t 
Inspector (sign.): -Ott. 	 SA Inspector (sign.):
,Length x Width x Height
'Load Factor

Optional

Inspector (print name): 	 Michael Dobbs 	 7555/ZIN 	 M.. 10I-1 

This report is not valid unless accompanied by signature of inspector.

Signature of inspector certifies that the minimum load applied over the specified hold time is equal
to or greater than the target load specified.

Loads must be applied at/through equipment Center of Gravity (CG), or corrected computationally
to CG.

Include a sketch on a separate sheet to indicate coordinate axes employed and locations of force
application.
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E Hui merit Pull-test WorksheaVRe art Project: Particle Segregation 	 Date: 9/4/02
. 	 .

Item Description: Rotating Chamber & supports

Manufacturer: Project Model No.: n/a

Dimensions (in.) 1 : 4.5 x 2.0 x I6.0 Weight: 4.5 lb

Gauge Description: Digital force gauge

Manufacturer: Chatillon Model No DFIS-200

Serial No B39279 NASA Tag: 2050334

Cal Date: 3/6/2002 Cal. Due: 3/6/2003

Notes, comments:

Case A: L.F.2 	 90 	 Air 	 +X Case 2: L.F. 	 9q 	 Dir.

Target Load (lb): 40.5 Target Load (lb): 40.5

Max. load applied: 42 	 II* Max. load applied3 42 	 (I)
Hold Time: 15- ,ver..,,,	

ZA-...,

Hold Time:

Inspector (sign.):Inspector (sign.):

Case 3: L F 2 	 9q 	Dire.	 +Y Case 4: L.F.2 	 9g 	 Dire. 	 -Y.

Target Load (lb): 40.5 Target Load (lb): 40.5

Max. load, applied: 42. 	 It) Max. load applieds: 4 z 	 (A.
Hold Time j5-- C-er— Hold Time /5—. .312c... .
Inspector (sign.): 1?-149 Inspector (sign.):

Case 5: L.F.2 	 2q 	 Dir. 	 Up Case 6: L.F. 	 6g_ Dire, 	 An

Target Load (lb): 9.0 Target Load (lb): 27

Max. load applied: 13 	 I two Max. load applied . 3d 	 I

Hold Time: f<"v..t.t Hold Time: /5- 	 .
Inspector (sign.): /1,,,4„, b iff2 Inspector (sign.): ..44..,_ SLAV_
Length x Width x Height

2Load Factor
3Optional

Inspector (print name): 	 Michael Dobbs 	 7555/ZIN 	 M.S. I01-I 

This report is not valid unless accompanied by signature of inspector.

Signature of inspector certifies that the minimum load applied over the specified hold time is equal
to or greater than the target load specified.

Loads must be applied at/through equipment Center of Gravity (CG), or corrected computationally
to CG.

Include a sketch on a separate sheet to indicate coordinate axes employed and locations of force .
application.
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Questions and Answers

Questions from Chris Hegedus

183

QUESTION 1  I would like your team to consider when installing the experiment the

routing of the high voltage cable to minimize the potential exposure to high voltage at

ANY time the experiment is installed on the aircraft. I am reacting to a statement in you

Hazards Analysis on pg 16 discussing taping the high Voltage cable to the floor. The

cabling should not be routed on the floor or outside the boundaries of the experiment rack

in a manner that will permit the damage of the insulation by someone walking or falling

on it. I do dlt kdlw where your rig will be placed in the cabin. If it is placed close to the

cabin wall, placing the cables between the wall and the experiment's rack should help. I

would suggest discussing the rig's placement with Jim Withrow and Mike Dobbs .
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RESPONSE: The DVS amplifier and Experimental Box will be placed at the minimum

possible distance from each other to minimize the length of the wires running outside the

Experimental Box. Also, according to suggestions from Jim Withrow and Mike Dobbs,

wires, which are carrying electric signal from DVS amplifier to Rotating Chamber are

secured in the braided shield cable, which protects personnel from an electrical shock and

reduces the interference to the aircraft systems.

QUESTION 2 I would like to kdlw what wave shape the 100Dz 4Kv signal is. This info

request is done with regards to the possibility that signal leakage may have an impact on

aircraft avionic and power systems or experiments co-residing in the aircraft cabin. I

suspect the signal is a sine wave which should cause the least problems. If the signal

wave shape is a square, impulse or sawtooth, I would like kdlw if you have an effective

shielding plan for possible harmonics that might remotely affect systems. At the least, I

will ask that an avionics EMI / RA1 check be performed if there is a potential for aircraft

operations interference.

RESPONSE:  The shape of the signal in the experiments is a sine wave.

QUESTION 3 In the TEDP, the wire gauge is stated as 14. Is that for all wires associated

with your experiment? What is the high voltage cable, twisted wire pair or coax?
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The high voltage cable consists of two separate wires, high voltage signal wire and

grounded wire. They are dlt twisted. The rating of the high voltage signal and grounded

signal wires are the following: AWM 3139 1005C 4OKVDC

QUESTION 4 In the TEDP, the hazard analysis concerning the shock from the 4Kv

amplifier states that the amplifier is turned on only after the experimental box is closed

(pg 16). Given that I have dlt seen the rig, I would like to kdlw if the potential exists for

someone to open the box with high voltage present due to perhaps a procedural fault,

distraction or some other event? Would a limit switch that prevents the amplifier to be

powered be an appropriate prevention measure?

RESPONSE: In case of the procedural fault, the power in the whole experiment

(including the DV amplifier) will be cut off manually using a kill (Main power oft)

switch located on the plated with DV amplifier. Experimental Box will remain closed

during the flight.

Questions from Gary T Huber

QUESTION 1: Is the Mazola loaded into the test rig prior to loading the rig onto the

plane or is the Mazola poured into the test rig while in the test rig is still in the hangar? If

it is loaded with Mazola on the plane, do you have a means of cleaning up any spills?
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RESPONSE:  The Mazola corn oil will be loaded into the chamber in the hanger

therefore there will be dl spills on the plane.

QUESTION 2  On page 13 section 8.4 it states that "This force was applied uniformly

across the smallest acrylic wall." A worse case would be to have the package smash into

the wall with a corner rather than smash into the wall uniformly. Would it be possible to

do the analysis in this mode across the smallest wall and the largest wall?

RESPONSE:  Consider the whole package having the total weight of 45 lb to be

smashing into the wall with a corner represented by an area of about 0.1 square inch at

the acceleration of nine times that of the gravity at the sea level (9*31.2 ft/s 2=289.8 ft/s2).

Then the force of 405 lbf to be acting on the area of 0.1 square inch will result in a

pressure of 4050 psi which is much less than the yield strength (10660 psi) of the acrylic

material.

QUESTION 3  Is the rotating chamber leak proof? If it is, this means that it is a pressure

vessel. Do you have the analysis to show it will withstand an explosive decompression of

the cabin? If it is dlt leak proof, what keep the Mazola inside the chamber?

RESPONSE:  The rotating chamber leaks out air but it is leak proof for highly viscous

fluids like the Mazola corn oil.
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QUESTION 4 Would it be possible to put the Dazards Analysis in the standard Glenn

form C-923a?

RESPONSE: The form C-913a is attached. As can be seen from this form, the only

hazard relevant to our experiment is the electrical one.

QUESTION 5  0n page 41 under the Emergency Shutdown section it states that the kill

switch is "easily accessible to the operator." Is it easily accessible to the test conductor?

RESPONSE:  Yes, the kill (Main Power 0ff) switch is easily accessible to both the

operator and the test conductor.
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